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El protagonista de la cuarta revolución industrial que estamos experimentando es el
dato. Un dato, según la Real Academia Española, es la información dispuesta de
manera adecuada para su tratamiento por un ordenador; pero un dato es mucho más,
es la oportunidad de entender el funcionamiento del mundo de modo objetivo, es la
oportunidad de detectar y evitar errores en todo tipo de sistemas, es la oportunidad de
crear experiencias enriquecedoras, etc.
En los próximos años, se estima que los datos crecerán de 34 a 175 zettabytes, lo que
aproximadamente significa que cada persona en 6 años manejará una media de 7 GB
de datos. El uso adecuado de estos datos puede traducirse en un ahorro de tiempo y
de recursos económicos y de ahí el interés creciente en su explotación en los últimos
años.
Podemos distinguir entre dos corrientes de investigación diferentes para el tratamiento
de datos:
-

La creación de algoritmos que sintetizan los datos y extraen información de
interés.

-

La evolución del hardware para poder tratar cada vez más cantidad de estos
datos de un modo más eficiente.

Esta segunda opción ha sido una de las principales apuestas de muchas empresas en
los últimos años debido a su facilidad de venta y su inmediatez en respuesta y ha
experimentado un gran crecimiento. Por otro lado, la evolución de los algoritmos es
mucho más lenta. Esto se debe a su naturaleza académica y a su inefectividad en
ocasiones en las que los estudios no extraen conclusiones ni soluciones. Pero la
realidad es que el crecimiento de la cantidad de datos no crece a la misma velocidad
que la capacidad de computación porque esta capacidad siempre será finita. Es por
ello que el desarrollo y la mejora de algoritmos para el tratamiento de grandes bases
de datos debe ser una de las principales corrientes de investigación en los próximos
años. Una de las maneras de afrontar el tratamiento de datos es lo conocido como
machine learning o aprendizaje automático.
El aprendizaje automático, conocido como machine learning, es el sub campo de
las ciencias de la computación y una rama de la inteligencia artificial, cuyo objetivo es
desarrollar técnicas que permitan que los ordenadores aprendan. Para ello, se utilizan
bases de datos y se aplican técnicas con fundamentos matemáticos y estadísticos que
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forman un modelo útil para que la máquina aprenda a partir de otros datos en el futuro.
Los modelos resultantes deben ser capaces de generalizar comportamientos e
inferencias para un conjunto más amplio (potencialmente infinito) de datos. Cualquier
proceso en el que se desarrolle un modelo de machine learning tiene las siguientes
fases:
1. Exploración de los datos: una vez se han recogido los datos, se hacen varias
visualizaciones y análisis iniciales para extraer cierta información sin ayuda de
algoritmos. Muchas veces esta fase ahorra mucho tiempo posteriormente
debido a la detección precoz de errores o de patrones.
2. Transformación de los datos: el siguiente paso consiste en preparar y limpiar la
base de datos para que pueda ser procesada por el algoritmo. Esta fase
muchas veces supone una gran cantidad de tiempo y es siempre fundamental.

3. Entrenamiento y test del algoritmo: a continuación se divide la base de datos
original en dos conjuntos: datos de entrenamiento (training set) y datos de test
(test set). Las técnicas se aplican en los datos de entrenamiento para crear el
modelo y más tarde se prueba en los datos de test para ver como es la
generalización del modelo para otros datos. Finalmente se elige el modelo que,
de acuerdo a las métricas elegidas, tenga mejor rendimiento.

1. Nuestra aplicación
Estas técnicas se aplican habitualmente en el ámbito de la fabricación inteligente, más
conocida como smart manufacturing. La base de la fabricación inteligente son los
datos recogidos por los sensores en los procesos. Estos sensores permiten la toma de
decisiones utilizando datos en tiempo real o datos pasados en ámbitos como
automatización de procesos, interacción hombre-máquina y mantenimiento.
El mantenimiento en procesos productivos puede ser de tres formas:
-

Mantenimiento predictivo: se trata de buscar patrones que identifiquen
cuando un elemento o un sistema va a fallar con antelación a que suceda con
el objetivo de practicar ciertas acciones previas al fallo que lo eviten.

-

Detección de fallos: se trata de buscar patrones que identifiquen cuando un
elemento está defectuoso de cara a evitar pérdidas de tiempo y lograr acceder
a él lo más rápido posible.

-

Diagnosis de fallos: se trata de buscar patrones que identifiquen el tipo de
defecto que ocurre en el elemento de modo que se puede saber con antelación
el tipo de mantenimiento que se debe practicar (reposición, reparación,etc.)
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Estos tres procedimientos son de gran interés en la actualidad debido a la cantidad de
recursos temporales y económicos que permiten ahorrar así como el gran potencial
que tiene la aplicación de las técnicas de machine learning.
Uno de los campos con gran capacidad de mejora y en los que existe una cantidad
considerable de datos es el mantenimiento en máquinas rotativas. Se pueden
aplicar una gran variedad de técnicas de machine learning a bases de datos creadas
por señales recogidas por sensores.
Las máquinas rotativas están principalmente compuestas por rodamientos, que son
cojinetes formados por dos cilindros concéntricos entre los que se intercala una corona
de bolas o rodillos que ruedan sobre ambas superficies. El mantenimiento de este tipo
de elementos supone elevados gastos debido a varias razones. Primero, se puede
deber al coste relacionado con la reposición del rodamiento ya que su coste es muy
elevado en muchas ocasiones.
Por otro lado, el gasto asociado a una parada en el sistema de fabricación puede
ascender a cantidades desorbitadas, por lo que detectar los fallos lo más rápido
posible es fundamental.
Los rodamientos están compuestos por
distintas partes:
-

Anillo exterior

-

Anillo interior

-

Jaula

-

Elementos rodantes o bolas

2. Nuestro objetivo
Debido al interés explicado anteriormente, el objetivo de este Trabajo Fin de Máster
será la creación de uno o varios modelos que permita detectar defectos en este tipo
de elementos y posteriormente tratar de diagnosticar el tipo de errores en los
rodamientos.
Para alcanzar estos dos objetivos focalizamos el trabajo en dos bases de datos: The
Bearing Fault Diagnosis Data set [14] y El Case Western Reserve Data set.[17] Estas dos
bases de datos recogen datos de sensores colocados en rodamientos y han sido
utilizadas ampliamente para la creación de técnicas de detección y diagnosis de
defectos.
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3. Detección de defectos
Inicialmente orientamos nuestro trabajo hacia el Bearing Fault Diagnosis Data set.
Esta base de datos contiene señales vibratorias recogidas por sensores usando el
simulador Spectra Quests. Los sensores están colocados en cuatro diferentes
secciones del rodamiento y los datos se dividen en dos tipos: datos del rodamiento en
condiciones normales y datos del rodamiento cuando está defectuoso. Por ello
inicialmente nuestro objetivo será tratar de detectar los fallos en el rodamiento.
El primer paso, tras explorar los datos, es la transformación de los datos. Debido a la
naturaleza estocástica de las señales vibratorias, ningún algoritmo es capaz de
desempeñar su función en la señal. Además, la señal varía con el tiempo,
característica que hace aún más difícil el funcionamiento del algoritmo.
Para transformar la señal, se decidieron seleccionar varias características
estadísticas y partir la señal en diferentes fragmentos. El funcionamiento de esta
transformación consiste en lo siguiente: Para cada uno de los fragmentos se calculan
estas características y se crea una nueva base de datos que contiene estas
características estadísticas de la señal. De este modo tendremos una señal
invariante en el tiempo y no tendrá naturaleza caótica. Se podrá ir cambiando la
longitud del fragmento que se escoge de la señal así como la distancia entre los
fragmentos (step) de las diferentes características escogidas de manera que el
algoritmo presente el mejor rendimiento. En el gráfico se puede ver cómo funcionaría
esta transformación de la señal.

Las características estadísticas escogidas para la transformación de la señal son las
siguientes:
-

Media aritmética

-

Desviación típica

-

Máximo

-

Mínimo

-

Kurtosis
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Una vez se han realizado todas las transformaciones en la señal y se han escogido las
características estadísticas, la señal se somete al entrenamiento y test de algunos
algoritmos de machine learning para lograr la detección de los fallos. Entre ellos se
testan: Máquinas de soporte vectorial (SVM), Clasificadores Random Forest
(Bosques aleatorios), K vecinos más cercanos (K-Nearest Neighbor), Perceptrón
multicapa (MLP) y Potenciación del Gradiente (XGBoost).
Los principales resultados iniciales vienen resumidos en la siguiente tabla. La métrica
f1 score es una media armónica que combina la exhaustividad y la precisión. La
métrica AUC representa el área bajo la curva que relaciona el ratio real de
observaciones positivas respecto al ratio falso de observaciones positivas.

Longitud
Fragmento

Longitud
Step

Método

Precisión en test

F1 score

AUC

20

10

SVM

82,006%

82,192%

0,82

20

10

MLP

81,638%

82,004%

0,816

20

10

KNN

81,130%

81,567%

0,811

20

10

Random Forest

82,203%

82,787%

0,822

20

10

XGBoost

83,559%

82,988%

0,836

El funcionamiento de dos principales técnicas fue muy bueno: Potenciación del
gradiente (XGBoost) y Random Forest. Los tiempos de ejecución (computacionales)
del método de Random Forest son muy altos y los resultados obtenidos con
Potenciación del Gradiente son significativamente mejores por lo que nuestro estudio
se centró en mejorar la técnica de Potenciación del Gradiente. Tras varias mejoras
sobre el modelo, se alcanzó una precisión de casi el 98.8%, lo que significa que con
casi toda certeza el algoritmo sabe cuando el rodamiento está defectuoso.
Debido a estudios realizados previamente, sabíamos que las técnicas de deep
learning tienen un buen rendimiento cuando se afrontan problemas de tratamiento de
señales vibratorias por lo que se decidió probar algunas técnicas de deep learning
para contrastar con las técnicas ya probadas anteriormente con el objetivo de
conseguir una precisión mayor. Las técnicas utilizadas fueron dos: Redes Neuronales
Convolucionales (Convolutional Neural Networks-CNN) y Redes Neuronales
Recurrentes (Recurrent Neural Networks-RNN).
Después de la experimentación de varias arquitecturas de redes se llegaron a los
siguientes dos resultados. Estos resultados presentan un rendimiento mayor al
conseguido con el clasificador de Potencial de Gradiente. El resumen de los dos
mejores resultados se muestra en la tabla a continuación.
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Longitud
Fragmento

Longitud
Step

Método

Precisión en test

500

2

CNN3

99,310%

500

2

RNN2

99,987%

Como se puede observar, la Red Neuronal Recurrente modelada alcanza casi el
100% de rendimiento. Su arquitectura está compuesta por las siguientes
características:
-

Tres capas ocultas

-

Cada una de las capas ocultas con una dimensión de 50

-

La capa de salida del algoritmo tiene una dimensión de 5

Con todos estos resultados podemos confirmar que la precisión alcanzada con los
modelos desarrollados y las técnicas de deep learning es mayor que la alcanzada con
los modelos y las técnicas de machine learning. La diferencia es de más de un 1%.

4. Diagnosis de defectos
Una vez alcanzado casi el 100% de precisión en la detección de fallos en la anterior
base de datos se procede a verificar el funcionamiento de las técnicas en el Case
Western Reserve Data set y a tratar de realizar una diagnosis del tipo de defecto
que ocurre en el elemento.
En la base de datos los datos están agrupados en cuatro categorías principales
atendiendo al ratio de muestreo: Baseline (funcionamiento en condiciones normales
sin defectos), 12K y 48K Drive end defectuoso (medidas en el rodamiento de la
dirección del motor) y 12K Fan end defectuoso (medidas en el rodamiento del
ventilador). Nosotros utilizaremos los datos pertenecientes al rodamiento funcionando
en condiciones normales sin defectos y el perteneciente al rodamiento de la dirección
del motor (Drive end).
Para cada uno de estos dos grupos de datos se encuentran datos que provienen del
anillo exterior, del anillo interior y de las bolas (elementos rotantes). Dentro de los
datos que provienen de las medidas en el anillo exterior se miden los defectos en tres
posiciones medidas acorde con las posiciones horarias: Centrada (posición de las 6 h),
ortogonal (posición de las 3 h) y contraria (posición de las 12 h). Estas son las 5
distintas clases existentes, que forman 6 cuando introducimos las medidas en
condiciones normales.
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Además de todas estas distinciones entre los datos, también existe una última
distinción que depende de la carga a la que el motor de la máquina rotativa está
sometido. Esto tiene un impacto directo sobre la velocidad del motor.
Por tanto los datos están divididos de acuerdo con la carga a la que está sometido el
motor y tenemos 6 clases:
0. Rodamiento sin defecto
1. Defecto en anillo interior
2. Defecto en bola
3. Defecto en anillo exterior centrado
4. Defecto en anillo exterior ortogonal
5. Defecto en anillo exterior contrario

Una vez recogida la base de datos que vamos a utilizar con la ayuda de la gran base
de datos del Case Western Reserve, se procede a utilizar el mismo método de
fragmentación utilizado para la detección de defectos para iniciar la transformación de
las señales recogidas. Como se ha explicado anteriormente, las señales vibratorias
son de carácter caótico y varían con el tiempo, por lo que los algoritmos no son
eficientes a la hora de tratarlas. Debido a la gran dimensión de la base de datos
recogida, se decidieron utilizar distintas partes de la base de datos en el proceso de
fragmentación y la posterior prueba de algoritmos para la eficiencia de computación.
Por ello se crearon varias bases de datos representativas provenientes de los datos
recogidos inicialmente. Después de este proceso, se procedió a fragmentar la señal y
a extraer las características estadísticas para transformar la señal en invariante con el
tiempo y eliminar el carácter caótico.
Después del procesamiento de la señal, se probaron varias técnicas de machine
learning. Estos algoritmos fueron aquellos que presentaron un rendimiento mayor en la
detección de defectos para la anterior base de datos: Potenciación del gradiente
(XGBoost), Bosques Aleatorios (Random Forest) y Máquinas de Soporte
Vectorial (SVM). Los resultados fueron realmente parecidos entre las distintas partes
de la base de datos por lo que se presentan los resultados que corresponden a una de
las bases de datos creadas a partir de la original de dimensiones grandes.

Longitud
Step

Longitud
fragmento

Método

Precisión en test

10

20

SVM

60,45886%

10

20

Random
Forest

60,3547%

10

20

XGBoost

60,4338%
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Como se puede observar en los resultados, la precisión media es muy baja. Esto se
debe a la dificultad del algoritmo para desarrollar la diagnosis de los defectos. Los
algoritmos tienen un buen funcionamiento a la hora de predecir si el rodamiento está
defectuoso o no pero a la hora de detectar dónde está el fallo, los métodos no son
eficientes. En los siguientes gráficos se puede ver la evolución de la precisión,
exhaustividad (recall) y el valor-F (f1 score). Las clases están ordenadas de acuerdo a
la clasificación indicada anteriormente.

Podemos observar que el rendimiento es verdaderamente bueno a la hora de detectar
los fallos en los rodamientos pero no es bueno a la hora de diagnosticar estos fallos.
Por ello, podemos demostrar la eficiencia de los modelos desarrollados para la
detección de fallos debido a su exitoso funcionamiento en dos diferentes bases de
datos.
Después de testear y optimizar los modelos de machine learning, se procedió a probar
técnicas de deep learning. Debido a lo investigado en la literatura, se decidieron utilizar
Redes Neuronales Convolucionales.
El mejor resultado obtenido con este tipo de redes neuronales es en torno al 66.7%,
casi un 6% más que el resultado obtenido con las técnicas de machine learning.
Podemos observar como los resultados para las clases 4 y 5 (correspondientes a las
medidas tomadas en el anillo exterior en posición ortogonal y contraria) mejoran de
forma notable en gráfica que se presenta a continuación. Podemos observar de nuevo
la evolución de la precisión, exhaustividad (recall) y el valor-F (f1 score):
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Por ello podemos demostrar como las técnicas desarrolladas con deep learning son
más eficientes que las técnicas desarrolladas con machine learning en nuestro caso y
para las bases de datos contempladas en el estudio.

5. Conclusiones
En conclusión, el objetivo perseguido inicialmente se ha conseguido parcialmente. Por
una parte, la detección de los fallos en los rodamientos se alcanza con casi un 100%
de precisión pero por otra parte la diagnosis de los fallos en los rodamientos no se ha
logrado alcanzar eficientemente.
Por otro lado, podemos concluir que los modelos desarrollados con técnicas de deep
learning son más eficientes que los modelos desarrollados con técnicas de machine
learning tanto para la detección de fallos como para la diagnosis de fallos.
En el caso inicial, el Gearbox data set, el clasificador que funciona mejor es el de
Potenciación del Gradiente (XGBoost) y en el caso del Case Western Reserve data
set el clasificador que mejor funciona son las Máquinas de Soporte Vectorial (SVM).
De todos modos hay que tener en cuenta que estos resultados no se pueden
generalizar siempre debido a que cada base de datos tiene una naturaleza y es difícil
crear un modelo universal para todo tipo de rodamientos y esperar la misma eficiencia
siempre.
A la hora de analizar la razón por la que nuestras técnicas no son tan eficientes a la
hora de diagnosticar los fallos en los rodamientos se piensa en tres posibles orígenes
del problema:
1. La selección de las técnicas no es la adecuada.
2. La selección de las características para transformar la señal no es adecuada.
3. La selección del método de fragmentación no es adecuado.
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La primera opción se puede casi descartar debido a la gran cantidad de técnicas
usadas y la poca mejora que se ha experimentado entre ellas. Por otro lado tanto el
método como las características elegidas sí pueden ser el motivo por el que la
diagnosis no se realiza de un modo eficiente ya que las características condicionan el
patrón que los algoritmos detectarán a la hora de predecir y, si estas características
son muy parecidas entre ellas, no parece que el algoritmo pueda desarrollar una
técnica de ningún modo. Por ello, esto puede definirse como una clara futura línea de
investigación de continuación del proyecto.
En suma, podemos resumir las conclusiones y los logros de este Trabajo Fin de
Máster en los siguientes puntos:

-

Cuando hablamos de detección de fallos, el Clasificador de Potencial de Gradiente
(XGBoost) ha sido el clasificador más eficiente de todas las técnicas desarrolladas
y probadas. Alcanza una precision del 98,8% en el test utilizando características
estadísticas extraídas de la señal inicial transformada utilizando el método de
fragmentación.

-

Deep Learning tiene un rendimiento mejor que las técnicas de clasificación de
machine learning cuando hablamos de detección de fallos.

-

Se alcanza casi un 100% con este tipo de técnicas la Red Recurrente Neuronal
desarrollada.

-

Cuando se ejecutaron los experimentos y las pruebas para la diagnosis de los
fallos en los rodamientos del Case Western Reserve data set, la eficiencia de las
técnicas probadas anteriormente fue demostrada dramáticamente de nuevo, pero
las técnicas no se demostraron eficientes a la hora de diagnosticar los fallos.

-

Respecto a los experimentos desarrollados para la diagnosis de fallos, las técnicas
de clasificación como Máquinas de Soporte Vectorial, Random Forest y Potencial
de Gradiente no tienen adquieren buenos resultados cuando se prueban utilizando
características estadísticas y se utiliza el método de fragmentación. La precision es
cercana al 20% y puede llegar a ser nula en algunas de las clases.

-

Respecto a la diagnosis de datos, con las técnicas de deep learning se adquieren
mejores resultados que con las técnicas de clasificación. La precision se encuentra
entre el 20-30% para las clases correspondientes a fallos en el rodamiento.

-

Si queremos adquirir mejores resultados a la hora de diagnosticar fallos en
rodamientos, debemos extraer otro tipo de características o cambiar el método de
fragmentación.
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ABSTRACT
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Data has been growing at a high pace and the opportunities to use this data for saving
time and costs grow every day. Because of this reason, in the last years there has
been a rise in the need to develop techniques that allow extracting required insights
from the huge amount of data produced in the world. Hardware has been the number
one go for companies and investments in this area have been growing greatly. But
hardware is not able to handle the tremendous amounts of data forecasted for the
following years, so logic enhancement in hour days is crucial.
A field from which we have considerable amounts of data and is of great interest is the
maintenance of rotational machines. Rotational machines are mainly composed by
bearings that are the part of a machine that allows one part to rotate or move in contact
with another part with as little friction as possible. Maintenance for these types of
elements is interesting because of several costs associated. First of all, bearings
replacement involves high costs, so detecting when it is faulty can avoid its severe
damage. In another hand, costs associated to the break in the manufacturing system
can rise up to significant amounts of money, so quick maintenance is vital.
The goal of this Final Thesis is to develop an algorithm to detect faults on these
rotational elements. But detection is not enough; we also want to diagnose the types of
faults in bearings in order to understand whether the damage is severe or not.
In order to reach the goals we focused our work on two data sets: The Bearing Fault
Diagnosis Data set [14] and the Case Wester Reserve Dataset. [17]
To start, we focused our work on the Bearing Fault Diagnosis Data set. The data set
includes the vibration dataset recorded using SpectraQuest’s Gearbox Fault
Diagnostics Simulator. The Dataset was recorded with the help of 4 vibration sensors
placed in four different directions of the bearing and the data is divided into healthy
condition data and broken condition data. So in this data set our goal was to perform
fault detection.
The first step to take before performing any technique on the signal is preparing it for
its introduction in the algorithm. Because of the chaotic nature of the signal and its
variance along time, it is really hard for any algorithm to perform on it. So this first step
consists of transforming the signal into something non chaotic and time invariant. In
order to transform it, we must select certain features, in our case statistical, and burst
the signal, which means taking certain pieces of the signal. This way we will have a
new data set that is time invariant and has non chaotic components. The statistical
Fault diagnosis and fault detection for bearings using machine learning and deep learning
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features extracted were: arithmetic mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum and
kurtosis.

Once the signal had been prepared and the statistical features had been extracted the
signal was submitted to some training and testing with some machine learning
algorithms: Support Vector Machines, Random Forest Classification, Nearest
Neighbour Classification, Multilayer Perceptron and Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGBoost). The performance was high for two main classification techniques: Extreme
Gradient Boosting and Random Forest. Random Forest has high computational times
and Extreme Gradient Boosting performed significantly better than Random Forest so
we focused on seeking the best parameters for the classifier. After several experiments
we reached almost 98,8% of accuracy on the test set.
Because of previous literature research, we had seen that deep learning techniques
have great performance on these kinds of vibration signals so we decided to try two
techniques in order to contrast if we could acquire a higher level of accuracy:
Convolutional Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks.
After performing some experiments on the data we reached almost 100% accuracy
using a Recurrent Neural Network with the following parameters (code detailed in
annex):
-

Three hidden layers
Each hidden layer has a dimension of 50
The output of the algorithm has a dimension of 5

So we could confirm that in this first data set our winning technique was deep learning
though great results can be acquired using classification.

Burst
length

Step
length

Technique

Accuracy on
training set

300

2

XGBoost

98,766%

500

2

Recurrent Neural Network

99,987%

Table 1. Machine learning and deep learning results for fault detection

The next goal after acquiring great results on fault detection was to test our techniques
in another data set and to test their efficiency on fault diagnosis. To reach this goal we
used the well known Case Western Reserve data set.
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The data set is grouped into four main categories according to the sample rate
(between 12 and 48 kHz) and the location:48k Baseline, 12k Drive end fault, 48k Drive
end fault and 12k Fan end fault
For each of the groups we can find data sets for the outer and inner race. For the data
belonging to the outer race, we can find three specific positions where the data is
measured: centred (6 o`clock position), orthogonal (3 o´clock position) and opposite
(12 o´clock position). So these are the 5 faulty classes that exist, six with the healthy
class.
Apart from the position where the measurement is taken, the dataset is divided into
files according to the load the engine is submitted to. This has a direct impact on the
motor speed.
The first task to perform on the data set was to use the same method for signal
processing than we did to the Gearbox data set in order to burst the signal and extract
the statistical features.
But this time the data set was of great dimensions, so we only could perform the
preparation on some part, so the process was done several times for different
experiments along the data set.
As soon as the signal was processed, we performed some machine learning
techniques, to be concrete the three best performing methods on fault detection for the
gearbox data set: Extreme Gradient Boosting, Random Forest and Support Vector
Machines. The best performance for each algorithm is represented in the following
table:
Step
length

Burst
Length

Technique

Accuracy on test set

10

20

SVM

60,45886%

10

20

Random
Forest

60,3547%

10

20

XGBoost

60,4338%

Table 2. Machine learning and deep learning results for fault diagnosis

As we can see, the overall accuracy is low. This is due to the difficulties of the
algorithm to perform fault diagnosis. Nevertheless, when it comes to predicting whether
the bearing is faulty or not (fault detection) the algorithms perform with high accuracy.
In the following graphs we can see an evolution of the precision, recall and f1 score for
each of the classes for the best performing methods. Class 0 is the healthy class and
the rest of the classes are the ones that correspond to the faulty classes.
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Figure 1. Machine learning Metrics for fault diagnosis

We can see how the techniques are proved to work on fault detection without question
but when it comes to fault diagnosis it does not perform as expected.
Next step was to try deep learning techniques on the data set in order to understand
whether the performance on fault diagnosis improved. The performance stayed around
the same value when using convolutional neural networks, 66,7% for the best network
built, and fault diagnosis was improved dimly in classes 4 and 5, that correspond to
faults in the outer race orthogonal and opposite.

Figure 2. Deep learning metrics for fault diagnosis

To conclude, our techniques were proved to work dramatically well on fault detection
but had no impact on fault diagnosis. This can be due to two reasons:
1. The selection of techniques was not adequate
2. The selection of features was not adequate
Because of the broad amount of techniques tried, we can say that as a future line we
would focus on the selection of other types of features. Because of the statistical nature
of the features, they do not describe patterns for the different faulty classes so
changing direction would be the best option to acquire better results.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
1. IMPORTANCE OF LOGIC IN THE NEW ERA
OF DATA
‘We are at the beginning of an era where both data creation and data utilisation are
forecasted to grow rapidly over the next decade'. In detail, it is expected to grow from
34 to 175 zettabytes in the next 6 years which approximately makes each person hold
7 GB of data as an average. [35]
Why is it going to grow this much? Basically, we now are able to capture data in a
much bigger variety of ways. Not only are our computer systems getting better at
storing information, but we are also constantly collecting data from embedded systems.
These embedded systems can be found in many ways like sensors, in clothes, bridges,
buildings, medical devices...
Most of the data is rising from information sharing and from the evolution of technology.
So, are we ready to handle this gigantic amount of data? The answer is yes, while we
understand what is important when it comes to dealing with these types of problems.
And how to deal with the problem is to understand the importance of logic
enhancement, thus not focusing extremely on hardware acquisition.
The main reason why logic has more potential than hardware when it comes to solving
problems is because the growth of data in the past years makes even the best existing
computers incapable of processing the size of the datasets in a day a day
computational time.
In Image 1 below we can see how data has been growing in the recent years. The
tendency is absolutely exponential so if the tendency is maintained, the growth in the
following years will definitely match with the forecasting.
It is true that computational times and constraints are crucial to handle this large
amount of data, but simplifying these data is a much more important job for the future.
One of the most important things to take into account is that these new era of data
stems from the objective of extracting insights from data. Insights are a truth; they are a
clear, deep, and sometimes sudden understanding of a complicated problem or
situation. Data is information, and that is what humans have realized these last years.
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So the more data there is the more information available we have to extract insights,
but this is not always something positive. We are under the risk of making things more
complex than they actually are.

Image 1. Data volumen growth. Source: [35]

There are multiple times when data scientists create complex algorithms in order to
give an efficient solution to a simple problem. This solution could have been extracted
from a simple look at the data through a new way of thinking out of the box, of
questioning things, of not following the standard procedure.
When you are given a huge amount of data it is more than normal to start processing
without deeply understanding the data and giving questions. It is more than common to
opt for good expensive hardware to handle big amount of data and make the thinking
and getting to the solution easier, or at least that is what we think.
But sometimes we forget that creativity is one of the qualities that have made human
beings evolve the way they have. Inventions like light, steel, compass, the printing
press, paper currency, domestication of horses, transistors and lots of others are born
from an attitude of thinking out of the box and being brave to spend time at focusing on
creativity.
The reason why we forget creativity is because we are always in a hurry. Nowadays we
live fast and we are always afraid of losing or wasting time. But if all the inventors had
seen their investigations as a loss of time the world would be completely different from
how it is now.
This fear to waste time is why hardware is being more enhanced than logic in the past
years. It is easier to acquire expensive hardware if is going to buy time but in the end
this reasoning has a limit, because hardware has a limit.
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We know that big data is one of the most well known tendencies for the future, and the
market volume in the sector is expected to grow dramatically.
In Image 2 we can see how the volume is expected to grow exponentially in the
following years duplicating its value from 2019 to 2027 (49 billion dollars to 103 billion
dollars) and how it has also been duplicated since the year 2015.

Image 2. Big Data Market revenue forecast 2011-2027. Source: [37]

So we can see how companies are expected to have a very high interest in the sector
and the tendency of the investment can be summarized in two points:



Data has a huge potential in terms of saving money and time
Expensive Hardware and investing in computational time reduction can make
you rich

This last statement can be demonstrated by the amount of money invested for example
in Venture Capital, in concrete for their product BOLT.
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Image 3. Growth on hardware investment for BOLT. Source: [36]

However, though logic for data processing had a great growth in the 1990`s, in the last
years it has developed some advances but it has not grown at the same pace as
hardware computational time enhancing.
In the last years there has not been a big advance on the algorithms in machine
learning.
A possible tendency for the following years that is claimed by some experts is called
singularity, which was first mentioned by Vernor Vinge. The supporters of this tendency
believe that “once we develop a generalised Artificial Intelligence at or above human
level then it will develop more advanced versions of itself”.
Though algorithms have experienced a slowdown, the main paradigms of the new
industry 4.0 have not. These paradigms can be summarized according to some recent
studies as the following:
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Image 4. Industry 4.0 vision. Source: Estudio Smart Industry 4.0 Source: everis, prepared
by the author

Among the domains there is smart manufacturing. This, combined with all the
paradigms that compose the Industry 4.0 vision is one of the main points where
industrial companies are willing to invest in.[38]
In the next section, we will go deep into what smart manufacturing is and why it is so
important in the context of logic enhancement
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2. SMART MANUFACTURING
In a context where we are going towards a new revolution, the era of data, the
revolution of industry 4.0, there have been some paradigms that have been shown as
crucial to work in the following years. One of them is smart manufacturing systems.
This concept is a broad concept, it is not something you can implement directly into a
system but it is a combination of various technologies and solutions that when
presented together can be named as smart manufacturing.
There are a number of disruptive technologies that are enabling the digitalization of the
manufacturing industry. In the following graph, the well known consultancy firm
McKinsey shows its research. All of the following technologies, for various reasons, are
at a tipping point today are disrupting the manufacturing value chain.[12]

Image 5. Technologies that are riping to disrupt the manufacturing value
chain.Source:[12]



Data, computational power, and connectivity: This cluster comprises big data,
Internet of Things and cloud technology. It is mainly driven by a significant
reduction in costs that makes the use of sensors and actuators possible and
allows for affordable yet powerful storage, transmission, and processing. For
example, in the IoT, sensors and actuators embedded in physical objects are
interconnected via wired and wireless networks. These networks churn out
large volumes of data that flow to computers for analysis, while all physical
objects are able to both sense their environment and communicate
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autonomously among each other. Today, all prerequisites for IoT applications
are finally falling into place: interoperability is made possible by new
communication protocols designed especially for seamless machine-to-machine
interaction. Connectivity is enabled by LPWA technologies that provide the
wireless infrastructure to connect thousands of IoT nodes. And finally,
affordability is being achieved with the forecasted IoT hardware prices of just
USD 1 per IoT node in the near future.



Analytics and intelligence: Significant knowledge advances have taken place in
this area over the last few years. While for a long period of time, only simple
and repetitive tasks could be performed by robots, advances in artificial
intelligence and machine learning as well as the exponential increase in
available data and improved statistical techniques enable digitization and
automation of knowledge work and advanced analytics. IBM’s cognitive system
Watson 4 for example, is able to answer complex questions based on insights
synthesized from vast amounts of unstructured data. One prominent
application of the software lies in cancer care. Several US hospitals use
Watson to identify treatment options for individual patients by analyzing their
medical information against research literature, case histories, and established
treatment guidelines, along with feedback from expert oncologists. This is just
one example of how knowledge-based activities can be automated to yield
value, and represents a preview of the things to come.



Human-machine interaction: The driver of greater human-machine interaction
is increased consumer familiarity with new ways of interacting with machines
that come from the growing use of personal devices. Touch interfaces are
already ubiquitous in the consumer world today and gesture recognition as well
as virtual and augmented reality devices are increasingly in use. The familiarity
with such devices will ease the implementation of human-machine.



Digital-to-physical conversion: Here, a combination of decreasing costs,
expanding range of materials, and advances in precision and quality are the
drivers of relevance. For example, 3D printing has moved from only being
applicable to polymers and metals to a broad range of materials, including
glass, biocells, sugar, and cement. At the same time, the maximum size of 3D
printing has increased by more than tenfold from the 1990s to today. It is not
just additive manufacturing that is becoming more relevant, but also
technologies like advanced robotics and increasingly cost-effective options for
storing energy and innovative ways of harvesting energy. Significant advances
in artificial intelligence, machine vision, and M2M communi- cation have been
made within the field of advanced robotics, along with cheaper actuators. The
combination of technologies from these clusters not only enables the
translation of the physical into the virtual world but also facilitates the link back
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from the virtual to the physical world. 1.1 In comparison to the third industrial
revolution, the fourth will have high impact despite only limited replacement of
equipment. The term Industry 4.0 suggests that this is the next major disruption
to the manufacturing value chain. The hallmarks of the prior three major
industrial revolutions were, in chronological order, the introductions of steam,
electricity, and equipment automation.

All these enablers are data driven. Or they are generating data, accepting data or both
so data analytics is one of the most important matters when it comes to smart
manufacturing. This is why data analytics will help the production process to be
efficient, transparent and flexible.
One of the most important aspects in smart manufacturing is quality. Improving quality
is a value driver since scrap and products requiring rework lead to extra costs (for
machine time, material and labor). These quality inefficiencies are caused by unstable
processes in manufacturing, deficient packaging in the supply chain or distribution, and
unskilled installation. [40] Eliminating issues during the value creation process using
Industry 4.0 levers as artificial intelligence systems.
This last point is one of the points of most interest in this Final Thesis for reasons that
will be explained later, so it is one of the points this introduction is going to be centred
in.
To ensure competitiveness and economic sustainability, the manufactures or company
products, services and processes quality are vital in today’s industry. The definition of
quality is dependent on the people defining it and based on American Society of
Quality, it is define as, “the totality of features and characteristics of a product or
service that bears on its ability to satisfy stated implied needs.” [41] So good quality will
mean reaching a situation where zero defects are presented. To reach this goal, it is
important to understand where the problems are coming from, thus understanding what
is the context in which mistakes are taking place.
To do this, smart sensors are being installed more every time on the manufacturing
systems. A proper definition of smart sensors given by Tom Griffiths, Product Manager
at Honeywell Industrial, which produces smart sensors, defines the technology this
way:
“Smart sensors are microprocessor driven and include features such as communication
capability and on-board diagnostics that provide information to a monitoring system
and/or operator to increase operational efficiency and reduce maintenance costs." [47]
These sensors allow relying on real-time data, what makes decisions easier to take
real time and data driven.
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In the following graph we can see what the information flow consists of:

Figure 3. configuration of a smart conected factory. Source: enterpriseiotinsights.com

This graph illustrates how the factory is equipped with smart sensors that capture real
time data that is transferred to the cloud or intranet where all the management is done.
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3. MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides systems the
ability to automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly
programmed.
It is the scientific study of algorithms and statistical models that computer systems use
to effectively perform a specific task without using explicit instructions, relying on
patterns and inference instead. [32]
Machine learning algorithms build a mathematical model based on past data in order to
predict certain aspects of future data. The model is initially developed on what is known
as training data. This training data is the past data available chosen. The selection of
the training data is crucial because it will determine our algorithm and its capacity to
deliver good results. Once the algorithm is trained on this training data, it is tested on
what is known as the test set, and from the results obtained, an iterative process starts.
The primary objective is to allow the computers to learn automatically without human
intervention or assistance and adjust actions accordingly.
The main Machine learning algorithms can be divided into two main types:
unsupervised machine learning algorithms and supervised machine learning
algorithms.
a) Supervised Learning machine learning algorithms: In a supervised (or direct)
learning analysis, a target attribute either represents the class to which each
record belongs, or expresses a measurable quantity. Supervised learning
processes are therefore oriented towards prediction and interpretation with
respect to a target attribute.[15]
b) Unsupervised learning. Unsupervised (or indirect) learning analyses are not
guided by a target attribute. Therefore, data mining tasks in this case are aimed
at discovering recurring patterns and affinities in the dataset. In most
unsupervised learning analyses, one is interested in identifying clusters of
records that are similar within each cluster and different from members of other
clusters.[15]
Machine learning has evolved dramatically in the past years and it has gone through
several stages along time: [33]
-

Before the 1940s:

One of the biggest advances at this time was the work of Thomas that led Pierre-Simon
Laplace to define Bayes Theorem (1812). Adrien-Marie Legendre also developed the
Least Squares method for data fitting (1805). Andrey Markov described analysis
techniques later called Markov Chains (1913).
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In the 1940s:

All the work was done towards the development of stored-program computers that hold
their instructions (programs) in the same memory used for data.

-

In the 1950s:

In 1950 Alan Turing published Computing Machinery and Intelligence where he asked
himself and everyone about the power of computers and the risks of artificial
intelligence. He famously proposed the imitation game, a test to determine whether a
computer was intelligent by asking a person to distinguish between a human and a
computer when communicating with them both through typed messages.
In the early 1950s Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds built the first artificial neural
network – a computer-based simulation of the way brains work.

-

In the 1970s:

'AI Winter' caused by pessimism about machine learning effectiveness.

-

In the 1980s:

Rediscovery of back propagation causes a resurgence in machine learning research.

-

In the 1990s:

The investigation shifts from a knowledge-driven approach to a data-driven approach.
Scientists begin to focus on the potential of data driven decisions and they start
creating algorithms to embrace these decisions and extract conclusions.
In this time, Support vector machines and recurrent neural networks become very
popular.

-

In the 2000s:

Unsupervised learning becomes popular and studies go around this area with the
widespread of methods like Support Vector Clustering and other Kernel methods.

-

In the 2010s:

Deep learning becomes feasible and a large amount of studies go in this direction.
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4. DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing
layers to learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. These
methods have dramatically improved the state-of-the-art in speech recognition, visual
object recognition, object detection and many other domains such as drug discovery
and genomics. Deep learning discovers intricate structure in large data sets by using
the back propagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should change its internal
parameters that are used to compute the representation in each layer from the
representation in the previous layer. [31]
The nature of the signals that will be processed in this Final Thesis is vibratory, this is,
they are signals collected by some sensors that detect the vibration of the bearings. It
has been demonstrated that deep learning has high performance when treating these
kinds of signals, so they will be part of the algorithms tested on the different data sets
that compose this Final Thesis.
Some of the deep learning techniques that will be used along this Final Thesis are
described in the methodology chapter.

5. SOME IMPORTANT METRICS
One of the most important parts in the selection of the most adequate machine learning
algorithm is the metric selection, thus this is the criterion that enlightens the best
option.
All along this Final Thesis we focus our selection on different metrics that will be
defined here after.
Confusion Matrix
One of the most important concepts in machine learning is the confusion matrix. In
order to simplify the explanation, we will explain what a binary classification problem
confusion matrix is. So considering that the values that can be taken by the target class
are {-1,1}, we can consider a 2 x 2 matrix whose rows match with the observed values
and the columns match with the predicted values with the model. [15]

Real values

-1 (negative)

1 (positive)

-1 (negative)

p

q

1 (positive)

u

CONFUSION MATRIX

v
Predictions
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Table 3. Confusion Matrix

The meanings of the elements are the following:
-

p: number of correct predictions for the negative examples, called true
negatives
u: number of incorrect predictions for positive examples, called false negatives
q: number of incorrect predictions for the negative examples, called false
positive
v: number of correct predictions for the positive, true positive

Henceforth, almost all the metrics for classification can be built from this matrix:


Accuracy:



True negative rate:



False negative rate:



False positive rate:



True positive rate:



Precision:



F1 score:

ROC curves
Another very important metric is the Receiver operating characteristic curve charts.
They allow the user to evaluate the accuracy of a classifier compared to a classifier
that performs with a 50% accuracy, thus as if it turned a coin.
They express in a visual way the information content of a sequence of confusion
matrices in case a sequence of ROC curves represented, like in the image below. They
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represent the relationship between the true positive rate and the false positive rate. The
closer the true positive rate becomes one, the better the classifier is performing. [15]

Image 6. What is a ROC curve. Source: statistics how to

Many times we can talk about the Area under the Curve, which indicates the area
between the x axe and the curve. The bigger it is, the better.

Logarithmic loss:
When we evaluate the deep learning algorithms, we watch the evolution of the
algorithmic loss compared to the accuracy. As we can expect, they are inversely
proportional so as accuracy increases, loss decreases.[46]
The exact expression that corresponds to this concept is the following:

o

it indicates whether the sample i belongs to j or not

o

indicates the probability of the sample i belonging to class j

o

classes

o

samples
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The most typical way to analyze the evolution of the loss along the deep learning
algorithm is plotting an accuracy- loss diagram. It is a diagram similar to the one shown
below:

Image 7 . Loss- Accuracy graph. Source: Prepared by the author
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6. FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS FOR
BEARINGS:
In this Final Thesis, we will focus on fault detection and diagnosis in a very concrete
type of machine, the rotating machines. In these types of machines there is a much
encountered type of component: bearings. They are used for an immense amount of
applications and this is the reason why it is of high interest to understand how they
work, and most specially, when they become faulty.
The failures of rotating machines can be very critical because these lead to machinery
damage, production losses and personnel injury. So, a very important duty of the
maintenance department is to prevent these failures when they are in its initial stage
and detect them as soon as possible.
A Bearing is a machine element that constrains relative motion to only the desired
motion, and reduces friction between moving parts. It is part of most of the rotation
machines and it can reach very high maintenance costs in certain industries.[6]
Bearings health conditions, for example, the fault diameters in diameters in different
places submitted to different loads can have a big impact on the stability, life span and
performance of the mechanism.
Bearings are composed by several parts: a shield, an inner race, the balls, a retainer
and the outer race as we can see in the figure below. The balls are the elements which
fill the gap between inner and outer ring and provide ‘point contact’ to facilitate relative
motion between inner and outer ring.

Image 8. Parts of a bearing. Source: Bearing corporation

Localized faults in rolling element bearings produce broadband impulse responses in
the acceleration signal as bearing components repeatedly strike the fault. The exact
location where the fault occurs determines the nature of the impulse signal. There are
two types of signals: the envelope signal and the raw signal. The enveloped signal is
obtained by demodulation and normally has much more useful information than the raw
signal. The raw signal is the signal with non modifications.[16] In the following image we
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can see some examples of the raw signal and the envelop signal for defects in different
parts of the bearing:

Image 9. Enveloped and raw signal for faults in different parts of the bearing. Source: [16]

The process of roller bearing fault diagnosis includes acquiring information, extracting
the features and recognizing the conditions in which they are working.
Different methods can be used in order to acquire information. They can be divided into
three main different types:
1. Vibration and acoustic measurements
2. Temperature measurements
3. Wear debris analysis
The most common types of measurements to use are vibration measurements.
These vibration measurements are done using sensors that are placed on the bearing
house. When bearings are faulty, they vibrate different to when they are healthy. This is
what the analysis tries to find in order to understand which pattern the bearing follows
when it is faulty and identify the situation before the entire machine paralyzes the
manufacturing process.
This paralysation of the manufacturing process can lead to high increases in costs.
An example of the importance of bearings can be found in Tunnel bearing machines.
For example, an order of a new bearing for a big Tunnel bearing machine can last up to
two years (i.e: Robbins reconditioning of bearing [34] ) while a simple action of
maintenance can spear this high amount of time and reduce costs dramatically.
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For example, in one of the cases described by Schaeffler, a technological solution
company these are the results delivered by a reconditioning of the main bearing in a
Tunnel machine:

The results in terms of time, one of the most valuable assets nowadays, are
dramatically positive and demonstrate how fault detection and fault detection for
bearings is an area of very high interest.
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CHAPTER II: OBJECTIVES
As explained in earlier , fault detection and diagnosis for bearings is an area of high
interest due to the high costs of these components and their crucial role in machinery.
This is why lots of studies have been carried out in order to detect when these
components are damaged and take the actions necessary to solve the problems and
avoid a long stop in the manufacturing system.
Our goal is to develop a technique using machine learning and deep learning methods
that will allow the detection of faulty bearings with the highest accuracy possible.
Initially, we will use a dataset composed by measurements of the vibrations of certain
bearings that we will describe in further detail later. Our goal will be to develop an
algorithm with the highest precision possible that predicts when the bearing is
defective. This means that initially we will focus on fault detection, our goal will be to
identify whether the element is healthy or is broken.
In order to achieve the most accurate algorithm, we will use different machine learning
and deep learning methods like Gradient Boosting Classification, Convolutional Neural
Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks, Random forest Classification.. explained earlier
in the introduction section.
Once several techniques have been applied in order to achieve this goal and good
results are delivered, we will try the best technique on a new dataset, the Case
Western Reserve Dataset in order to confirm the performance of the techniques on
fault detection and try their performance on fault diagnosis. Fault diagnosis consists of
the monitoring of the type of fault that is taking place instead of only focusing on
whether the bearing is healthy or not.
This is worldwide famous data set, the Case Western Reserve, has been used in the
last years in order to perform studies in the area of fault diagnosis in bearings. It is an
enormous dataset so this will be one of the challenges in this part due to the possible
difficulties encountered when performing the algorithm on the new data set in terms of
computational time and time constraints of this Final Thesis.
To sum up, the main objective is to develop an algorithm with simple hardware (a
simple computer), in order to detect defaults in bearings and further on apply it to a
case of Fault diagnosis in order to contrast the results and try the efficiency of these
techniques on fault diagnosis.
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CHAPTER III:
METHODOLOGIES
In this chapter, the main methodologies used are frame worked and explained in order
to understand how the algorithms applied along this Final Thesis work.
The theorical basics of the main machine learning and deep learning techniques used
is explained in order to give a further understanding of the mathematical bases.

Support Vector Machines
To be more accurate the proposed approach is names Subspace Support Vector Data
Description. Its aim is to map the data to a subspace that is optimized for one-class
classification. In that feature space, the optimal hypersphere enclosing the target class
is then determined.[42]
Let us assume that the class to be modeled is represented by a set of vectors

Living in a D-dimensional feature space. Subspace Support Vector Data Description
(S-SVDD) tries to determine a d-dimensional feature space (d ≤ D), in which the class
can be optimally modeled.
When linear projection is considered, the objective is to determine a matrix
such that:

can be used in order to better model the class using a one-class classification model.
Non linear mappings can be exploited using kernels.
The one-class classifier employed in this work is SVDD, which models the class by
defining the hypesphere tightly enclosing the class. That is, given the data
representation in the low-dimensional feature space
, we want to determine the
center of the class
and the corresponding radius R, by minimizing:

such that all the training data are enclosed in the hypersphere, i.e.:
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In order to define a tighter class boundary (and possibly handle the situation of outliers
in the training data), a relaxed version of the above criterion is solved by introducing a
set of slack variables ξi .
That is, the optimization function to minimize becomes:

under the constraints that most of the training data should lie inside the hyper-sphere,
i.e.:

The parameter
in (4) is a regularization parameter which controls the trade-off
between the volume of hypersphere and the training error caused by allowing outliers
in the class description. C is inversely proportional to the fraction of the expected
outliers in the training set. Increasing the value of C will allow more training samples to
fall outside the class boundary. The optimization problem in (4), under the constraints
in (5) and (6) corresponds to the original SVDD optimization problem optimized with
respect to an additional parameter Q that is used to define the optimal data
representations for one-class classification.
In order to find the optimal parameter values, we apply Lagrange-based optimization.
The Lagrangian function and the final solution is:

Maximizing (7) gives the set of
. The samples
corresponding to positive
values of
are the support vectors defining the data description. So we can say that
the samples that are between the values
are on the boundary of the
corresponding hypersphere while does outside will correspond to values
Here is an example of transforming Haberman’s survival dataset, a very famous
dataset in jupyters libraries from a 3-dimensional feature space to 2-dimensional
feature space using the proposed method.
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Figure 4. Example of SVV. Source: [42]
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Random Forest Classification
Random Forest is a supervised learning machine learning technique. What it does is
creating a “Forest” that is shuffled that is mainly a composition of ensemble Decision
Trees. This makes the prediction more accurate and stable.[43]
A very big advantage of these types of methods is that it can be used for regression
and for classification. In our case, it will be used for classification. [15]
In the figure below you can see how these types of classifiers ensemble two decision
trees. This process is done many times while the algorithm is working. The main goal
of the algorithm is to improve results by the ensemble of lots of algorithms.

Image 10. Logic of the random forest algorithm. Source: Medium

It has important hyper parameters that can be used either to increase the predictive
power or to make the model faster.
-

-

N_estimators: it is the number of trees the algorithm builds before making the
comparison between them and choosing the best of all. The higher the number
of estimators, the higher the computational time necessary.
Max_features: it is the maximum number of features that a decision tree
considers in order to make the split of a node.
Min_sample_leaf: this indicated the minimum number of leafs that are required
to split an internal node.
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Nearest Neighbour Classification
The Nearest Neighbour Classification Technique is a supervised learning algorithm
which is one of the simplest algorithms existing. It is based on the distances between
observations. The function is only applied locally and computation is deferred until
classification.[15]
The main idea is to consider all the training examples as feature vectors and assign a
certain target label to each of these samples according to what is given by the training
set. During the classification phase, the unlabeled vector is classified by assigning the
label which is more frequent (more probable) among the K training samples that are
nearest to the given point.

Image 11. Functioning of KNN algorithm. Source: DataCamp

There are different distance metrics for the different variables that can be used but the
most used distance is the Euclidean Distance. The formula for the Euclidean Distance
for two points p and q in dimension n is:[15]

A very important part of KNN classifiers is the selection of K (N_neighbours in the scikit
learn algorithm in python), this is, the amount of training samples that are taken into
account in order to assign the most probable target value to a given unlabeled sample.
A bigger value of k reduces noise effect on classification but makes the boundaries
between classes much less different.
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Multilayer Perceptron
The Multilayer Perceptron is a class of feedforward artificial neural network. This kinds
of Neural Networks are intended to simulate the behaviour of biological systems
composed of neurons. The aim of
A typical and simple structure of a neural network is the following:

Image 12. Example of a Neural Network. Source: [15]

The input vector is composed by the explanatory variables of each observation so
normally the number of input vectors corresponds to the number of explanatory
variables.
The hidden nodes are the nodes where the given transformations are applied. These
given transformations will be explained shortly.
The output nodes receive all the information from the hidden nodes or from the input
nodes in its absence, giving the prediction of the target variable.
In order to understand what happen inside the neural network, it is useful to understand
what happens in a single neuron. The logic inside a single neuron is based on what we
know as the Rosenblatt Perceptron.
The scheme of the perceptron can be represented with the following logic:
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Image 13. The Rosenblatt Perceptron. Source: [15]

So the logic can be summed up with the following formula extracted from the schema
we can see above.

(1)

So the prediction is calculated by applying the transformation fuction g to the formula
above:

) (2)

The main purpose of function g is to map the linear combination of the values into the
set of target values in order to acquire the prediction. In the case of binary classification
problems, as the one we are handling currently (healthy-broken bearing) the function g
is can be selected as function sign making the prediction coincide with the sign
function:

) (3)

In the case of binary classification the linear combination (1) can be interpreted as a
hyper plane in the
space:

(4)
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In this case we can see that the purpose of the sign function is to predict whether the
point is going to be placed in the upper of lower part of the hyper plane, which will
indicate whether the observation belongs or not to the target class.

Extreme Gradient Boosting
Tree boosting is a highly effective and widely used machine learning method. XGBoost
is one of the methods that can be included in the concept of tree boosting. [12]
XGBoost is a supervised learning technique where the term Gradient Boosting comes
from the paper Greedy Function Approximation by Friedman. The algorithm is available
as an open source package and the impact of the algorithm has been recognized by a
large amount of data scientists and in a wide range of machine learning and data
mining challenges. For instance, among the 29 challenge solutions presented by
Kaggle in 2015, 17 used XGBoost what rises the percentage to almost a 60% of the
solutions. It is normally used or to train the model or to combine it with Neural Networks
ensembles.
To understand the dimension of the popularity of the method, deep neural networks,
the second most used method was used in 10 solutions.
Another example of its popularity was witnessed in KDDCup year 2015 where XGBoost
was the elected algorithm for every winning team in the top 10.
All these examples prove the universality of the method, thus is can be applied to a
large amount of fields and problems.
Some of the examples for these winning solutions are:
-

Store sales predicition

-

High energy physics event classification

-

Web text classification

-

Customer behaviour prediction

-

Motion detection

-

Click Through Rate prediction

-

Malware Classification

-

Product categorization

-

Hazard Risk Prediction

-

Massive online course dropout prediction
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This scalability in various scenarios is the main factor behind success for XGBoost
classifiers. Apart from the scalability, XGBoost has a very low computational time
(almost 10 times faster than average popular solutions), what makes it much more
competitive than other classifiers as Support Vector Machines.[12]
The scalability of the algorithm is due to several algorithmic optimizations and parallel
and distributed computing allows the algorithm to learn faster and enables data
scientists to process large amounts of data on a normal desktop.
Supervised learning models as XGBoost usually refer to the mathematical structure of
by which a prediction of a target variable we want to make
is done by the use of
some variables or features
A common example is a linear model, where the
prediction is given as a linear combination of weighted input features, defined
previously.

The prediction value can have different interpretations, depending on the task, i.e.,
regression or classification.
The parameters are the undetermined part that we need to learn from data, the weights
that we talked about earlier in case of linear regression.
The most difficult task is to decide what model we use and how to train the model. The
task of training consists of finding the best parameters that fit the training data
and
their target variable
First thing to do to train the model is to define an objective
function. The objective function consists of two parts: a training loss and a
regularization term:
(1)

Where
is the loss function and
the regularization term. The loss function
measures how good the prediction is comparing to the training data and the
regularization term is used to control the complexity of the model to avoid what we call
over fitting. Over fitting is a concept where the model adjusts a lot to the training data
but has a low potential of generalization because of the complexity introduced to the
original model.
Regularized Learning Objective
For a given dataset with n examples and m features
a tree ensemble model uses K different additive functions to predict the
output.
(1)
Where

is the space of regression trees, that can be also called CART.
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(2)
-

-

represents the structure of each tree that maps an example to the
corresponding leaf
is the number of leaves in the entire tree
Each of

correspond to an independent tree structure q and weights

Each one of the regression trees contains a score on each leaf that can be represented
as
for each leaf.

Figure 5. Tree ensemble model. Source: [12 ]

In the model, the final prediction for a certain example is the sum of the predictions that
come from each tree as indicated in (1).
So in the example, if we want to make the prediction for the little boy we would have to
add 2+ 0.9 as results from trees one and two respectively.
To learn and train the set of functions used in the model we minimize a regularized
function that can be defined as:

So is a differentiable convex loss function that measures the difference between
which are respectively prediction and target.
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In another hand,
penalized the complexity of the model and has a regularization
term that helps to smooth the final weight values and avoids over-fitting.
Gradient tree boosting:
As we can notice, (3) includes functions that are passed as parameters so the function
cannot be optimized in a traditional way using techniques in the Euclidean space so the
model is trained in an additive manner instead.
So let’s suppose we have for iteration t and instance i than we would need to add a
function to minimize the following objective function:

So this means that we add in a greedy way to (3) the function
model.

that most improves the

We can use the approximation for second order in order to optimize quickly the
objective:

If we get rid of all the constant terms we can obtain the following general simple
function in step t.

If

indicates the instance of leaf j we can right (6) if we expand

in the following way:

So for a certain structure
we are able to compute the optimal weight for the given
leaf j in the following manner:
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(8)

Given the value of the weight we can then proceed calculating the optimal value for the
objective function using the following expression:

This objective function can be used to measure the quality of every tree structure q.The
smaller the score is, the better the structure q is.

Figure 6. Structure score calculation. Source: [12]

In the example above we can see the structure score calculation. We only need to sum
up the gradient and second order gradient statistics on each leaf and then apply the
scoring formula to get the objective score
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Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are locally connected neural networks. There
are types of deep learning neural networks and they are commonly used for analyzing
images. They are a subset of the field of computer vision, which is all about applying
computational techniques to visual content.
CNN extracts a limited and small amount of features in a way that one image is going
to be recognized by only looking at these features instead of looking at all of them, so
we can say that these networks simplify the images and extract some of the most
important features. So the most important patterns are extracted and computational
times are much better.
CNN are often referred to as a type of algorithm but it actually is a combination of
different algorithms that are put together because of the good results they give.
Convolutional Neural Networks have two main pieces:[44]


Feature engineering / preprocessing: this stage consists of turning the images
into something that the algorithm can interpret more efficiently.



Classification: once the dataset has been processed we can train the algorithm
to map the images to the given classes and make a correct interpretation of
what is lying below the problem.

So there are two different parts of the network, one is the feature extraction and one is
the linear part, the classifier.
When we do a convolution what we are doing is extracting the features from the image
while when we subsample what we do is use the information extracted on the
convolutional layer. This continuous convolution-downsampling makes the network.
Finally all the information from this part will be connected to a linear layer that is called
fully connected or dense layer. This is a normal classifier that will predict the output.
Below we can see a scheme of how a Convolutional Neural Network works:
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Figure 7. How a CNN Works. Source: [44]

The first thing necessary in order to build a Convolutional Neural Network does is to fix
a filter size and its weights w. A filter in Convolutional Neural Networks is given size
from which we want to pick up the information in the original image. As we can see in
the picture below, if we have an image that is a 3x3 image and we apply a filter of 2x2
we will be able to scroll the filter all around the image until the filter has gone at least
once through all the parts of the image.
In order to fix how the filter scrolls around the image, we have what we call stride. The
stride defines how much the filter is going to move each time, this is, how many units
the filter needs to move every time it has to do a movement. In the image below, if the
stride is 1 the filter could move 4 times in total until it had reached at least one time all
of the points of the image.

Figure 8. Scheme of a normal Convolutional layer with a 2x2 filter. Source:[44]

In a more scientific way, these are the different parameters that have to be fixed when
doing a convolution:


Kernel Size – the size of the filter.



Kernel Type – the values of the actual filter. Some examples include identity,
edge detection, and sharpen. They fix the values of the different weights. They
are the different amounts that will be given to each of the points in order to
perform the dot product.
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Stride – the rate at which the kernel passes over the input image. A stride of 2
moves the kernel in 2-pixel increments.



Padding – we can add layers of 0s to the outside of the image in order to make
sure that the kernel properly passes over the edges of the image.



Output Layers – how many different kernels are applied to the image.

In order to explain it better we will use the example below. If we have different values
assigned to the different parts of our initial image (the values belonging to each of the
variables) we have to multiply respectively all the values from the initial image with the
weights given by the kernel type. In this case we want to reduce all the values of the
features into 4 numbers. This is why we fix a kernel size of 2.
For example if we performed the operation when the filter is over the positions with
values 1,2,4 and 5 the operation would be:

Figure 9. How to perform the convolution. Source: [44]
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The output of the convolution process is called the “convolved feature” or “feature
map.” Remember: it’s just a filtered version of our original image where we multiplied
some pixels by some numbers.
Once the information from the initial layers is reduced by convolution, we normally use
what we call downsampling. There are several ways to perform a downsampling but
the most popularly known is MaxPooling. This method is widely used for its simplicity
and universality. It consists of selecting the maximum value from a size filter
predefined.
In the example below the MaxPooling is applied using a 2x2 filter. As we can see, it
divides the initial values into a 2x2 division grid and selects the highest values from
each of the different 2x2 “cells”.

Figure 10. MaxPooling. Source: [44]

Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent Neural Networks are networks that have loops in them. This allows
information to persist and imitate even better the way our brain behaves. This effect is
often known as memory. When we think, we don’t start from zero based information,
we use our memory to extract some previous conclusions and this is what Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) tries imitating.
They are normally used for speech recognition and natural language processing.
They are composed of layers of artificial neurons that have the capability to process
input and forward output to other nodes in the network. The nodes are connected by
edges or weights that influence a signal's strength and the network's ultimate output.
Below there is a representation of how a RNN works: [45]
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Image 14. RNN functioning. Source: WildML

The image shows a RNN being unfolded into what is known as a full network, this is
just decomposing the network in the complete sequence.
In order to understand the functioning in a more precise way we will define some
formulas that illuminate the functioning of RNNs.
We call the input at time step t and we call the hidden state at time step t. This last
one is known as the memory of the network because it is calculated based on the
previous hidden step:

+W

The function is usually non linear and commonly it is tanh or ReLU (explained
previously in CNN) and the first hidden state (calculated with
) is usually just
initialized to all values equal zero.
In another hand

is the output at step t, that is a function of

, for example:

When it comes to training RNNs we use the backpropagation algorithm but all the
steps share the parameters and the gradient for each output not only depends on the
previous output but on all the rest previous outputs.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
As explained earlier, our goal will be to try and find methods for fault diagnosis and
fault detection in two different datasets: The bearing fault detection data set (fault
detection) and the Case Western Reserve data set.
The vibration signals collected from the different sensors in the machines compose the
two datasets that will be used. These vibration signals are collected from machines as
raw temporal signals that contain information that can be used to make the predictions
as well as useless noise. Common methods can be divided into two steps. The first
one is the step in charge of feature extraction and the second one is the step in charge
of using these features extracted and apply machine learning or deep learning
techniques.
This chapter will be divided into two main parts according to each one of the datasets
and each one of the goals (fault detection and fault diagnosis).

1. BEARING FAULT DETECTION DATASET
1.1

Data set exploration

The Bearing Fault Diagnosis Data set [14] includes the vibration dataset recorded by
using SpectraQuest’s Gearbox Fault Diagnostics Simulator. The Dataset has been
recorded with the help of 4 vibration sensors placed in four different directions of the
bearing.
This means that the data set has 4 variables corresponding to the four different
sensors placed on the bearing. The data set has been recorded under variation of load
from '0' to '90' percent and it has been recorded in two different scenarios:
1) Healthy condition
2) Broken condition
The aim of this part of the Thesis is to develop an algorithm that predicts with the
highest level of accuracy when a bearing is broken.
Because of the different data belonging to the different load condition, we will develop a
solution for one of the loads and then try to prove its universality for other loads.
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We will start developing the solution when the bearing has no load.
One of the first things to take into account is how unbalanced the dataset is. In the
figure below we can see how the dataset is extremely balanced unlike the Bosch
Dataset.

Figure 11. Unbalance for the bearing dataset load 0. Source: Prepared by the author

The dataset has 88320 observations belonging to broken condition, this is, class 1 and
88832 observations belonging to healthy condition, this is, class 0.

Next step we decide to take is to see if we have any missing values. The whole data
set does not have any missing values so there is no need to deal with this problem in
this case.
In order to take an overall look at the aspect of the signal of the sensors when the
bearing is broken and healthy we plot the whole signal. The two different plots can be
seen in the following two images:
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Image 15. Healthy and broken bearing (Top: broken, Bottom: healthy)

As we can see in the images, there is a slight visual difference between both of the
conditions but it is hard to identify what is exactly the main feature difference between
both statuses.
As we can see, the nature of the signal is very random so any algorithm that is
introduced something like this is never going to predict properly neither detect any
pattern. This is why it is crucial to process the signal.

1.2.

Feature extraction- Data Preparation/Data Transformation

As it has been said before, the signal has to be transformed into something non
random. Signals are composed by several elements that make it difficult to extract a
pattern from them so a correct and efficient processing is crucial when applying
algorithms to raw signals. Another aspect that is crucial to be understood is that time
variance makes it very difficult to process the signal and learn from it for. This is why
signals must be processed in a way that the algorithm reads time invariant features.
In another hand, we need to solve what is known as overlapping. With overlapping we
mean taking the same data to test than to train. If this happened, the algorithm would
not be learning correctly from the data because train and test set would have parts in
common and it would be easier for the algorithm to learn.
So there are three main aspects we need to take care in the signal processing stage:
-

Deal with random signal components
Make the signal time invariant
Avoid overlapping between test set and training set
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To start with, we will try to choose the proper train and test set. After looking around the
literature for ideas, we decided to keep it simple and do the division manually in order
to assure that there will be no overlapping in the future.
So we decided to define before processing the signal what is the test set and what is
the training set. This way we assure there will be no more overlapping.
After dividing the data set into training set and test set, the next task is to make the
signal time invariant.
In order to make the signal time invariant, we decide to introduce certain time invariant
variables to the signal in order to create this new time invariant signal.
Because of the simplicity and the big amount of information they give we decide to
introduce the following time invariant features:
-

Arithmetic Mean
Standard deviation
Maximum
Minimum
Kurtosis

We are going to define each of them in detail in order to understand the reason of
interest.
-

Arithmetic Mean: it can be defined as the sum of a collection of all values of a
certain feature divided by the count of numbers belonging to these features, this
is, the observations in our case. The mathematical formula is:

-

Standard deviation: is a measure that is used to quantify the amount of
variation or dispersion of a set of data values. When the standard deviation is
low, it means that most of the values are close to the mean. If the standard
deviation is big, the values have different results. The mathematical formula is:

-

Maximum: it is the largest value of the data picked. In this case, it will depend
on the size of the amount of data picked. The mathematical function is:
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-

Minimum: it is the smallest value of the data picked. In this case, it will depend
on the size of the amount of data picked. The mathematical function is:

-

Kurtosis: is a measure of the "tailedness" of the probability distribution of
a real-valued random variable. Kurtosis is a descriptor of the shape of a
probability distribution. The mathematical definition is:

At this point, our signal is time invariant and we have avoided overlapping by
separating test and training set previously.
Next step is to choose another technique in order to reduce the random and chaotic
nature of the original raw signal.
There are different possible methods to be proposed in order to fight against this
problem but we will focus on one main idea: Bursting.
Bursting consists of extracting fragments of the original signal in order to achieve a
segmentation of the signal and transform it into something that is not chaotic or
random.
The main idea that will be applied on this Thesis is to burst the signal and calculate for
each burst the different variables that have been explained earlier: Mean, standard
deviation, kurtosis... etc in order to make the signal not chaotic and actionable by the
algorithm as well as time invariant.
In the following figure we explain how these bursts are calculated and further on in the
annex the code can be seen in the function: burst processor.
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Image 16. Bursting the signal.

It is crucial to pick the right length and step when bursting the signal in order to
optimize the results delivered from the algorithm. This is why the process of election
will be iterative and will be performed when optimizing the algorithms results.
To sum up, after processing the signal we will have:
-

A time invariant dataset
A transformed signal into fragments (bursts)
An actionable dataset by the algorithms

In order to choose the best learning algorithm for the whole dataset, several techniques
were tried. We are going to divide the next section according to the different algorithms
that we have tried.
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1.3. Training and testing the algorithms
Once the data has been transformed, the next step is to try and find the algorithm that
bests suits our data. In order to achieve this goal, several techniques have been
applied to our data. The goal in this fault diagnosis dataset is to find out whether the
bearing is healthy or broken.
As it has been explained in the introduction, machine learning techniques can be
unsupervised or supervised. In this case, we will focus on supervised learning
techniques due to the good performance they have had in the past in other datasets.
In this section all the algorithms that have been performed on the dataset are initially
explained in a theoretical way and further on, the results are presented.
The techniques that have been used on the dataset have been:
-

Support Vector Machines
Random Forest Classification
Nearest Neighbour Classification
Multilayer Perceptron
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
Convolutional Neural Networks (Deep learning)
Recurrent Neural Networks (Deep learning)

The selection of these elements has been done according to previous studies in which
an initial research has been developed in order to demonstrate the possible application
of the algorithm to fault detection in machines, and in a more specific way, in bearings.
In the following table, some of the most significant references in which this work has
been based are presented and described briefly.

Paper

Task

Method

Description

[7]

Feature Extraction

Statistics

Use of deep statistical feature learning in
order to perform fault diagnosis on
rotational machinery

[21]

Feature Extraction

Statistics

It uses statistical features such as
standard deviation, mean,min/max,
mean, median extracted from the
original signal

[8] [22]
[23]

Fault detection in
rotational machines

Convolutional
Neural
Network

Convolutional neural network to detect
fault detection in rotational machines
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[24]

Fault detection for
Turbines

XGBoost

Use of XGBoost in order to detect faults
in wind turbines

[24]

Fault detection for
Turbines

Random
Forest

Use of Random Forest Classifiers in order
to detect faults in wind turbines

[25]

Fault detection for
semiconductors

K Nearest
Neighbour

Use of KNN to detect faults in the
manufacturing process of
semiconductors

[26]

Fault detection for
machine
deterioration

Recurrent
Neural
Networks

Applies a RNN in order to accomplish
fault detection in machine deterioration

[27]

Gear Fault detection

Neural
Network

It builds a neural network in order to
detect faults in gear

Gear Fault detection

Support
Vector
Machines

It uses support vector machines classifier
in order to detect faults in gear

[27] [28]
[29]

Table 4. Techniques applied to fault detection and each reference

Once all the algorithms have been explained, the different algorithms were applied to
the processed data with the goal of acquiring the best possible results.
In order to minimize computational times, the signal was processed initially in bursts of
length 20 and with a step of 10 units.
In order to decide what algorithms were performing better we decided to stick onto
three measures in case of classifiers and two measures in the case of deep learning
techniques.
For classifiers we decided to analyze accuracy, f1 score and the area under the curve
(AUC) and for deep learning we decide to analyze loss and accuracy. These measures
have been explained in detail in section () but we are going to refresh the formulas that
correspond to each of them:
-

Accuracy:

-

F1 score:
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-

AUC: the relationship between True Positive Rate and False Positive
Rate

-

Loss: logarithmic loss

o
o
o
o

it indicates whether the sample i belongs to j or not
indicates the probability of the sample i belonging to class j
classes
samples

The results obtained for all the algorithms presented in the beginning of the section are
summarized in the table below:

Burst
Length

Step
Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

F1 score

AUC

20

10

SVM

82,006%

82,192%

0,82

20

10

MLP

81,638%

82,004%

0,816

20

10

KNN

81,130%

81,567%

0,811

20

10

Random Forest

82,203%

82,787%

0,822

20

10

XGBoost

83,559%

82,988%

0,836

20

10

CNN1

82,126%

20

10

RNN1

79,912%

Table 5. Initial experiment results on all techniques

As we can see in the results, Random Forest, XGBoost, CNN and SVM are the
techniques that lead to the best results. XGBoost is the technique that reaches the
highest accuracy in this first experiment.
The next step was to try and focus on a lower amount of techniques in order to perform
opmitization to them.
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So from the classifiers, the technique we found the most useful to focus on regarding
the great success it has for many different kinds of problems was XGBoost.
So we started performing some experiments on the dataset using XGBoost. These
experiments changed the parameters of the classifier using cross validation and the
burst length and the step length was changed manually. The results are presented on
the table below:

Burst
Length

Step
Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

F1 score

AUC

20

10

XGBoost

83,559%

82,988%

0,836

300

50

XGBoost

97,708%

97,701%

0,977

300

10

XGBoost

98,594%

98,584%

0,986

400

10

XGBoost

98,239%

98,213%

0,982

300

5

XGBoost

98,723%

98,712%

0,987

400

5

XGBoost

98,297%

98,270%

0,983

300

2

XGBoost

98,766%

98,755%

0,988

Table 6. Results on XGBoost Classifier

The highest performance is obtained with a step length of 2 and a burst length of 300,
which are a significantly high amount of long bursts. The parameters obtained by cross
validation are the following:
-

Base score: 0.1 (the importance threshold of the features)
Booster: gbtree
Max depth of the tree: 4

For this parameters the confusion matrix and the ROC curve can be found on the code
annex.
Regarding the deep learning techniques, we decided to focus on Convolutional Neural
Networks due to the good performance on the initial experiment. We decided to try the
performance of different architectures of CNN and make experiments according to the
length and step of the bursts.
The functioning of a CNN has been explained previously. We decide to apply a
architecture similar to the one shown in the following outline below. It consists of two
main layers that are composed by a convolutional + ReLU layer followed by a
MaxPooling layer and a final ReLU layer that is used as a filter. So the components
are:
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A convolutional layer with a ReLU
A MaxPooling layer
Another convolutional layer with a ReLU
A MaxPooling Layer
A final ReLU

The first layers dimension is 24 x 32 and the second layers dimension is 32 x 64.

Image 17. Schema of a CNN. Source: Prepared by the author

The main parameters that we change are the ones belonging to the dimensions of the
MaxPooling layer, which makes a great difference in the results.
The different architectures are described hereafter:
-

Convolutional Neural Network 1: It has an initial MaxPooling layer of dimension
200 and a second MaxPooling layer of dimension 300.
Convolutional Neural Network 2: It has an initial MaxPooling layer of dimension
2000 and a second MaxPooling layer of dimension 3000.
Convolutional Neural Network 3: It has an initial layer of dimension 100 and a
second MaxPooling layer of dimension 200.
Convolutional Neural Network 4: It has an initial layer of dimension 50 and a
second MaxPooling layer of dimension 100.

After the different Convolutional Neural Networks are described, we have to perform
cross validation. It is a problem for Convolutional Neural Networks because we have to
perform it manually. Cross validation is a technique that is used to understand how the
results will be generalized to an independent data set. It is done by dividing the data
set into three or more different parts and performing the tests in order to avoid the
algorithm to adapt too much to a certain part of the data set. So our mission will be to
divide our training set into three different parts and perform all the experiments
according to all the different combinations to avoid overfitting and avoid mistakes in the
best technique election.
After performing manually all the cross validations for all the different neural networks,
there is one architecture that presents the most positive results, architecture 3. This is
the reason why the biggest number of experiments is focused on this architecture. The
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highest performance acquired is almost a 100% and all the results can be summarized
in the following table:

Burst
Length

Step
Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

20

10

CNN1

82,126%

20

10

CNN2

80,814%

20

10

CNN3

82,218%

20

10

CNN4

80,890%

400

10

CNN4

98,544%

300

2

CNN4

98,596%

50

10

CNN3

90,503%

300

50

CNN3

97,989%

300

2

CNN3

99,071%

400

2

CNN3

99,117%

500

2

CNN3

99,310%

700

2

CNN3

Memory error

600

2

CNN3

Memory error

Table 7. Performance for CNN. Source: prepared by the author

In the table we can see how the longer the bursts and the shorter the steps, the higher
the accuracy. When using a burst length of 20, which is very low, the accuracy is
around 82% maximum as when our burst length is increased, almost a 100% accuracy
is reached. As we can see in the table, there is a point where our computational
capacity is not able to handle certain operations, but a very high accuracy is obtained.
It is possible that accuracy can be even more increased with the burst length using
more computational capacity, but a 99.117% is a more than acceptable accuracy for
these kinds of problems.
The accuracy obtained with deep learning is almost a 1% bigger than the one obtained
with XGBoost, what makes deep learning convolutional neural networks the winning
technique regarding the experiments performed.
For the case where the accuracy is bigger (99.117%), we can see in the following
graph how loss and accuracy evolve during the training of the network. As we can see,
as the accuracy is low and the loss is big at the beginning, there is soon a swap
towards a better accuracy and a almost non existing loss.
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In other words, while loss decreases, accuracy increases reaching a point of a loss
really close to zero and accuracy really close to 100%.

Image 18. CNN accuracy loss graph. Source: prepared by the author

Due to the great performance of deep learning, we decide to try and apply other deep
learning techniques in order to understand if the accuracy that they can reach is
similar. So we decide to focus on Recurrent Neural Networks due to its good
performance in a great variety of fields.
As described earlier, Recurrent Neural Networks are based on the idea of using pre
existing conclusions in order to make the algorithm work much better, thus using what
is known as memory. This can help the algorithm work in a more similar way to the way
our brain works.
We use two different RNN architectures. Initially we use the following architecture of
Recurrent Neural Network on our processed dataset:
-

It is an architecture with two hidden layers
Each of the hidden layers has a dimension of 100
The output dimension is 10

The code can be seen in a more detailed way in the annex. After performing cross
validation manually in the same way as performed for Convolutional Neural Networks,
we perform several experiments using this Recurrent Neural Network. The experiments
performed on this architecture consist of changing the number of bursts, the burst
length and the step.
In the following table we can see a brief summary of the results obtained using this
technique:
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Burst
Length

Step
Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

20

10

RNN1

79,912%

50

2

RNN1

89,878%

100

20

RNN1

93,510%

100

30

RNN1

89,193%

300

50

RNN1

98,387%

300

2

RNN1

98,588%

400

2

RNN1

98,939%

Table 8. Results for RNN1

As we can see, the accuracy grows when the size of the bursts grows but the
architecture is still less efficient than the one found using CNN.
For the solution where the highest accuracy is obtained, the graphic where we show
the trade off between loss and accuracy is shown below. As we can see, the evolution
of both accuracy and loss is more chaotic than the evolution of this trade off for
Convolutional Neural Networks but the loss reached is still very low and results are
positive.

Image 19. Trade off loss and accuracy for RNN-1
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So for the moment with this initial architecture Convolutional Neural Networks perform
in a better way. This is why our next step was to try a different type of Recurrent Neural
Network in order to understand whether this technique is really less efficient than CNN
or not, as it can be seen in table 9.
So the next architecture consisted of:
-

Three hidden layers
Each hidden layer has a dimension of 50
The output of the algorithm has a dimension of 5

The code is detailed in the annex.
The results obtained for the Recurrent Neural Network are dramatically positive, as we
can see in the following table:

Burst
Length

Step
Length

Method

Accuracy on test
set

20

10

RNN2

81,645%

100

20

RNN2

94,700%

300

50

RNN2

98,618%

300

2

RNN2

99,549%

400

2

RNN2

99,987%

500

2

RNN2

99,987%

Table 9. Results for RNN2

The Recurrent Neural Network reaches an accuracy of 99,987% when 500 is the
length of the burst and the distance between bursts is small.
The result makes the Recurrent Neural Network the winning technique of all the ones
tried until this moment and confirms that deep learning has better results on fault
detection than classification on this dataset.
The loss accuracy graph is less chaotic than the one obtained with the previous
Recurrent Neural Network and it reaches a 0.07% more of accuracy.
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Image 20. Trade off Loss- Accuracy for RNN-2

The final result is extremely close to the 100% of accuracy on the model, so we can
conclude our research has concluded successfully.
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2. FAULT DIAGNOSIS: THE CASE WESTERN
RESERVE DATASET

After a deep research on fault detection and the acquirement of great results, we
decided to put our focus on another very important problem in the industry: fault
diagnosis.
As explained in the introduction, the main difference with fault detection is that we are
not trying to identify whether the component is broken or healthy but we are trying to
assign a state to the component.
This is a different type of fault study that can be actually characterized as a multiclass
problem. Initially, in fault detection, we had two classes to identify when solving the
problem but in fault diagnosis we have more than one due to the fact that there is more
than one state in which the bearing can find itself.
A previous deep research on the state of art of the techniques was performed before
passing to further steps as done for the fault detection problem.
There are a great amount of studies on the field of fault diagnosis for bearings and
some of the techniques can be summarized in the following table:

Paper

Task

Method

Description

[4]

Fault diagnosis
in STGS

Support Vector
Machines

It solves the problem of fault
diagnosis of a steam turbinegenerator set using Support Vector
Machines

[6]

Condition
monitoring on
bearings

Artificial Neural
Network

The paper builds an Artificial Neural
Network on a gearbox in order to
perform fault diagnosis

[7]

Feature
Extraction

Statistics

Use of deep statistical feature
learning in order to perform fault
diagnosis on rotational machinery

[9]

Fault diagnosis
for vibration
signals

Deep
autoencoders

The paper uses autoencoders in
order to perform fault diagnosis on
vibration signals

[10]

Fault diagnosis
for vibration
signals

Convolutional
Neural Networks

[18]

Fault diagnosis
for vibration
signals

KDA and AlphaStable Fusion

The paper develops some new deep
learning methods that work on the
raw signal
The paper develops a hybrid
method that combines both methods
in order to adress fault diagnosis
problems
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[19]

Fault diagnosis
for bearings

XGBoost

[20]

Fault diagnosis
in machines

Random Forest

[21]

Feature
Extraction

Statistics

It solves the problem of bearing fault
diagnosis using XGBoost classifiers
It solves the problem of fault
diagnosis in general machines using
Random Forest Classifiers
It uses statistical features such as
standard deviation, mean,min/max,
mean, median extracted from the
original signal

Table 10. References for Fault diagnosis methods. Source: Prepared by the author

As we can see, the techniques that are being used for these kinds of problems are
similar to the ones used for fault detection, so we will not explain them in further detail
once more. Though for any theoretical doubts, it is possible to turn to the earlier
explanation.
In this case, this part will be divided once more into three parts: Data Exploration,
feature extraction and algorithm test and training.

2.1. Data Exploration
To study in a more detailed way this problem we are going to use the Case Western
Reserve data set. The data set provided by the Case Western Reserve University has
become a standard reference in the bearing diagnostic field.
It can be seen that the data set is grouped into four main categories according to the
sample rate (between 12 and 48 kHz) and the location:





48k Baseline
12k Drive end fault
48k Drive end fault
12k Fan end fault

For each of the groups we can find data sets for the outer and inner race. For the data
belonging to the outer race, we can find three specific positions where the data is
measured: centred (6 o`clock position), orthogonal (3 o´clock position) and opposite
(12 o´clock position).
Apart from the position where the measurement is taken, the dataset is divided into
files according to the load the engine is submitted to. This has a direct impact on the
motor speed.
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The rig from where the data has been gathered is a rotational machine that consists of
an electric engine, a torque and a dynamometer. In the image below we present a
visual representation of the machine:

Image 21. Rotational Machine Case Western Dataset. Source: [17]

So in this case, the goal of the problem will be to detect whether the bearing is faulty or
not, and if it is, to detect what type of fault it is (where it takes place).
The fault will be able to belong to 6 classes:
6. Healthy
7. Fault in the inner race
8. Fault in the ball
9. Fault in the outer race centred
10. Fault in the outer race orthogonal
11. Fault in the outer race opposite
Our problem then becomes a multi classification problem instead of a binary
classification problem. So in order to approach the problem, some techniques will be
used.
The techniques that were developed for fault detection for the dataset can be tried on
this new dataset in order to understand their universality and their usability in the case
of fault diagnosis.
So the initial step to take before applying any technique will be to make the bursting of
the signal in the same way as we have done before for the previous dataset. In this
case the dataset has huge dimensions so the idea will be to apply the techniques to
different parts of the dataset in order to acquire valuable results.
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So in this case, we will not only play with the burst t length and the burst step but also
with the dimension of the data taken from the baseline dataset and the drive end
dataset.

2.2. Feature Extraction
As explained for the gearbox dataset, the signal must become a time invariant signal
and the chaotic component of the signal must be eliminated in order to become a
signal that can be processed by the algorithm.
So in this case, the way of proceeding is the same as we proceeded in the case of the
gearbox data set. Initially the signal is divided into burst where some statistical features
are calculated and this way they make the signal time invariant and non chaotic.
The time invariant features used are the ones described for the gearbox data set:
-

Arithmetic Mean

-

Standard deviation

-

Maximum

-

Minimum

-

Kurtosis

The definition of the variables presented can be found in section 1.1.
There is a small different when it comes to the application of this procedure on the data
set. Due to the large dimension of the Case Western Reserve data set, it is
computationally inefficient to process all the data in the dataset. As well as inefficient,
the characteristics of the hardware used to face the problem are not powerful enough
to make this kind of calculation. For these reasons, we perform the algorithm training
and testing on different parts of the dataset in order to contrast the results. The amount
of data picked is 200.000 by default after some testing towards searching a trade off
between computational time and robustness.

2.3. Algorithm training and testing
As is has been presented, there are multiple studies in the field of fault diagnosis for
bearings.
In this Final Thesis, we present several methods for the intelligent fault diagnosis of
bearings. The methods can be divided into two main types: Classification methods and
Deep Learning methods. This is how the chapter is going to be divided.
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2.3.1. Classification in fault diagnosis
According to some studies, fault diagnosis is successful using some classification
techniques. These techniques will be described in this part. A summary of all the
different possible techniques explored in the literature are summarized in table 2
presented at the beginning of this chapter.
Once the features have been extracted from the raw signal and the data set is ready to
be processed by the algorithms these are the following techniques that have been tried
on the data set:

a) XGBoost: Extreme Gradient Boosting
Recent studies have demonstrated the good performance of XGBoost in a various
amount of applications and in Dianjai Shangai University, XGBoost has been proven to
be efficient on a bearing fault diagnosis dataset [19]. In order to prove the performance
of this algorithm on fault diagnosis, we decide to try the efficiency of the technique in
the Case Western Reserve data set.
In pursuance of the most accurate way to perform the training, we carry out several
experiments on different parts of the dataset (due to its high dimension) and with
different dimensions of bursts.
We can expect that the results will be worse than the ones obtained for fault detection
because of the difficulty of the problem.
Some of the most significant results are presented below:
DE Data

Baseline Data

Step

Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

200000

200000

10

20

XGBoost

60,4338%

200000

200000

10

100

XGBoost

60,0476%

Table 11. Results of XGBoost on Fault Diagnosis. Source: Prepared by the author

When the algorithm is performing, high accuracy is obtained in the training set (around
80% approximately) and low accuracy is obtained on the test set.
The results obtained are approximately the same according to which part of the dataset
we are taking as long as the amount of data picked remains the same. To synthesize
the results, only two significant results have been presented.
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From table 11 we can see how in this case short length of bursts benefits the result,
contrary to what occurred in case of fault detection for the gearbox data set. The step
practically does not affect on the result obtained.
But this accuracy is an overall accuracy and does not give a great perspective of the
efficiency of the algorithm. It is crucial to understand how the algorithm is performing on
each class, this is, how well the algorithm detects where the fault is taking place.
This is the reason why we build a confusion matrix, explained in the introduction
chapter where we can see the true performance of the algorithm for each class. In the
annex you can see all the different confusion matrices and some statistic metrics
belonging to the experiment but we are going to present a graphic in order to
understand what the algorithm is achieving.

Metrics for XGBoost
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

Precision
Recall
F1 score

0

1

2

3

4

5

Classes

Figure 12. Metrics for each class for XGBoost. Source: Prepared by the author

In the figure we can see how fault detection is predicted impressively good (class zero)
and how the other classes have a lower performance. All the values for the machine
learning metrics for these classes are between 0.2 and 0.3 which is a low value.
In detail, class 4 (fault in the outer race orthogonal) can be predicted with the highest
accuracy while class 1 (fault in the inner race) is having the biggest troubles being
predicted.
We can conclude that XGBoost confirms its good performance on fault detection but
performs poorly in fault diagnosis on the statistical features chosen.

b) Random Forest
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Other papers introduce the possibility of using Random Forest Classifiers in order to
perform fault diagnosis on rotational machines [20]. So our next goal is to try and apply
random forest classifiers to different parts of the dataset in order to understand if the
performance of these classifiers on fault diagnosis is as positive as expected.
The results when applying the algorithm are reached with high computational times and
the results are not extremely positive. For this reason, the experiments performed are a
small quantity because of the lack of interest on the performance of the algorithm and
the high amount of time parameter tuning would take.
Two of the main results obtained, which can be contrasted with the ones obtained with
XGBoost are the following showed in the table below:

Step

Length

10

100

10

20

Method
Random
Forest
Random
Forest

Accuracy on train set

Accuracy on test set

60,3992%

60,2587%

60,4556%

60,3547%

Table 12. Results for Random Forest in Fault Diagnosis

As we can see, the performance on the data set is very similar to the one for XGBoost
and there is not high interest on focusing on this technique.
Though the performance is not high using the method for fault diagnosis, the healthy
class is predicted with 100% accuracy on the test set which highlights the high
efficiency when it comes to fault detection, as perceived in the use of the technique for
fault detection.

c) Support Vector Machines
Many recent authors have been focusing on these types of classifiers in order to face
bearing fault diagnosis problems [5]. In this section, a Support Vector Machine
Classifier is proposed in order to achieve this goal.
As explained in section, Support Vector machines try to find the support vectors in
order to define a space that delimitates the different classes, so this task takes a large
computational time.
The results obtained by grid search indicate that the best kernel in terms of
performance is the linear kernel, one of the most simple kernels, whose performance
can be summarized in a simple line that divides a space in
of dimension n.
The main results obtained for this method can be contrasted in the following table:
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Step

Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

10

20

SVM

60,45886%

10

15

SVM

60,34009%

Table 13. Results for SVM in Fault Diagnosis

As shown in the table, the results are slightly better than the ones obtained with
XGBoost but the performing is still not as good as the performance for fault detection.
The performance is still around a 60.45% on the test set, which is not a high
performance.
In order to understand how the algorithm is working on the different classes, we
present in annex all the different statistical features for each class as well as the
confusión matrix for the case where the highest accuracy is achieved.
To sum up the results presented in the mentioned annex, we present a graph with the
precision, the recall and the f1 score (explained in the introduction chapter) in order to
show the performance of the algorithm in each class.

Metrics for SVM
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Figure 13. Metrics for SVM in fault diagnosis
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As we can see, class 4 (fault in outer race orthogonal) is again the best class predicted
after class 0 (healthy bearing).
In another hand, class 1 (defect on the inner race) is not predicted at all, so the Support
Vector Machine algorithm is not detecting any pattern that allows any performance on
this class. This makes the method hard to adopt because of this absolutely inexistent
performance on class 1. Class 2 (defect on the ball) is also almost impossible to predict
with the features used and the algorithm used.
A very positive aspect of the algorithms performance is the high performance on class
4. It has a high recall, this is, a high rate between the true positives and the sum of the
true positives and the false negatives.
Even though we have searched for a classifier that performs well on the statistical
features chosen, the results are being poor.
The next section will describe deep learning techniques in order to pursue this same
goal, but with a different approach.

2.3.2. Deep Learning for Fault Diagnosis
In this chapter our work will be focused on the application of one main technique:
Convolutional Neural Networks.
These techniques have been demonstrated to be very efficient when it comes to fault
diagnosis in some data sets and the good results obtained with the deep learning
techniques on fault detection encourage us to take this direction.
As it has been explained in further detail in the methodology chapter, Convolutional
Neural Networks try to extract some patterns through the transformation of data in the
different layers that compose the network.
Several architectures have been tried in order to acquire good results on the fault
diagnosis of the data set. The three Convolutional Neural Networks tried have the
following architectures:

a) Convolutional Neural Network 1:
-

-

A first layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 8 initial
channels and 32 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension 500 and
a consecutive ReLU
A second layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 32
initial channels and 64 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension
100 and a consecutive ReLU
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A third ReLU layer
A fourth linear layer with 64 input channels and 32 output channels
A final linear layer with 32 input channels and the number of classes as an
output.

b) Convolutional Neural Network 2:
-

-

-

A first layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 8 initial
channels and 32 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension 100 and
a consecutive ReLU
A second layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 32
initial channels and 64 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension
200 and a consecutive ReLU
A third ReLU layer
A final linear layer with 64 input channels and the number of classes as an
output.

c) Convolutional Neural Network 2:
- A first layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 8 initial
channels and 32 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension 50 and a
consecutive ReLU
- A second layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 32
initial channels and 64 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension
100 and a consecutive ReLU
- A third ReLU layer
- A final linear layer with 64 input channels and the number of classes as an
output.
As it can be noticed, the schema is very similar to the one presented for fault detection
though the parameters are tuned in a different way.
In the following table, the best three results obtained for each of the different
Convolutional Neural Networks are presented.

DE Data

BaselineData

Step

Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

200000

200000

10

20

CNN1

60,7464%

200000

200000

10

20

CNN2

60,7277%

200000

200000

10

20

CNN3

60,4901%
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Table 14. Results for CNN on fault diagnosis. Source: Prepared by the author

As shown in the results, deep learning has a better performance on the data set than
classification in general terms, this is, the average accuracy achieved.
The best Convolutional Neural Networks performance is the one obtained with CNN 2.
It seems like the existence of one only linear layer is beneficial to the prediction as well
as a smaller dimension of the MaxPooling layer in each main layer in this case and with
these features selected.
In order to understand in a more detailed way how the algorithm performs on the
different classes, the results are presented in the annex.
A summary of these results can be seen on the following graph, equivalent to the rest
of techniques presented.

Metrics for CNN
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

Precision
Recall
F1 score

0

1

2
3
Classes

4

5

Figure 14. Metrics for CNN. Source: Prepared by the author

In the graph we can see how once again, fault detection is performed almost with the
maximum possible value but the prediction of the other classes is much more difficult.
Class 3 (fault in outer race centred) almost has no performance on the algorithm, and
is very hard to be predicted. In another hand, classes 4 and 5 (fault in the outer race
orthogonal and opposite) have a greater performance than other classification
techniques. Classes 1 and 2 (fault in the inner race and ball) have a similar
performance than the one obtained with some classifiers.
The results are still poor in terms of performance, so we reach the conclusion that
parameter tuning almost does not improve the performance of the algorithm so a
bigger change in earlier stages would be necessary to acquire better results.
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In the following image, the graphical representation of the loss- accuracy evolution is
presented and we can see the chaotic nature of the graphic compared to the ones
obtained for fault detection, which reflects the poor performance of the method in
general terms.

Image 22. Loss accuracy graph for fault diagnosis, CNN2. Source: Prepared by the
author

The different Convolutional Neural Networks architectures are different between each
of them and slight improvements are achieved through this parameter tuning and the
architecture variety but the improvements are very little.
This indicates that deep learning is also not the most adequate technique for fault
diagnosis with this type of feature extraction.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS
As proposed initially in the objective section of this Final Thesis, the main goal was to
apply certain Machine Learning and Deep Learning techniques to two different
problems that are present in the smart manufacturing area: Fault detection and fault
diagnosis of bearings in rotational machines.
To start, techniques were performed on the Gearbox dataset in order to achieve fault
detection. The first step consisted of performing feature selection. Some statistic
features as mean, standard deviation or kurtosis index were selected as the features
that to be used to create a time invariant and non chaotic signal. The statistical features
selected were:
-

Arithmetic Mean

-

Standard deviation

-

Maximum

-

Minimum

-

Kurtosis

After the data preparation, we started applying some classification and deep learning
techniques in order to predict whether a bearing is faulty by its signal. We discovered
that Deep learning performs quite better when it comes to fault detection compared to
classification when it comes to this data set and the features selected for the data set.
Accuracies obtained are high for the techniques used, what indicates a great
performance on the data set.
The classification technique that performs best on the data set is XGBoost, reaching
almost a 98,8%.
In another hand, deep learning techniques have a higher performance and with
Recurrent Neural Networks we acquire the best accuracy, reaching almost a 100%.
The Network used has the following characteristics:
-

Three hidden layers

-

Each hidden layer has a dimension of 50

-

The output of the algorithm has a dimension of 5

In order to acquire the solution, we took bursts of length 400 and with a space between
bursts of 2. A diagram showing the composition of the network is shown in the annex.
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In the following graph, we can see a summary of the accuracies of the best techniques
used to detect faults in our data set.
We can see how the deep learning techniques perform much better than the
classification techniques used.

Accuracy for Fault Detection
100,000%
99,800%
99,600%
99,400%
99,200%
99,000%
98,800%
98,600%
98,400%
98,200%
98,000%
RNN1

RNN2

CNN3

XGBoost

Figure 15. Summary of the results on Fault Detection. Source: Prepared by the autor

In conclusion, we can say that we have acquired great results for fault detection using
the statistical features selected and with the techniques explored. In our case, we have
developed a Recurrent Neural Network that assures almost 100% accuracy on the
prediction of the state of the gearbox.
Next step was to face the problem of fault diagnosis. In this case we wanted to explore
the efficiency of some of the techniques used for fault detection on fault diagnosis and
contrast their efficiency on making the difference between healthy and broken state.
Initially we performed the bursts and the feature selection on the data set, and due to
its high dimensions, we had to perform the experiments in different parts of the data
set. As a size that allowed a trade of between accuracy and robustness, we decided to
take 200.000 observations from each base line and drive end data in order to perform
the experiments.
To start with, we tried several classification techniques. The two winning techniques for
classification were Support Vector Machines and XGBoost. These two techniques
confirm their efficiency on fault detection, thus they predict the difference between
faulty and healthy state with an accuracy around 99%. But they perform poorly on the
prediction of the rest of the classes, performing between a 0%-30% of accuracy.
This demonstrates the inefficiency of these techniques on fault diagnosis when
statistical features are selected.
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The next step was to test the performance of deep learning techniques on the data set.
After trying several Convolutional Neural Network architectures and tuning all the
parameters, we developed a Convolutional Neural Network that was performing
significantly well compared to the others developed.
The architecture consisted of:
-

A first layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 8 initial
channels and 32 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension 500 and
a consecutive ReLU

-

A second layer composed by a convolutional 1 dimension layer with 32
initial channels and 64 output channels, a maxpooling layer of dimension
100 and a consecutive ReLU

-

A third ReLU layer

-

A fourth linear layer with 64 input channels and 32 output channels

-

A final linear layer with 32 input channels and the number of classes as an
output.

With this architecture, the overall accuracy obtained reached almost a 60,8%. Once
again, the high performance of these techniques on fault detection was demonstrated
but its performance on fault diagnosis was significantly poor, with results between 20%
and 30% accuracy.
In the following graph we can see the comparison between the techniques tried. We
can notice how classification performs much poorly than deep learning though any of
the results is significantly good.

Accuracy for Fault Diagnosis
60,80000%
60,70000%
60,60000%
60,50000%
60,40000%
60,30000%
60,20000%
60,10000%
SVM

CNN1

Random Forest

XGBoost

Figure 16. Summary of the results for fault diagnosis. Source: Prepared by the autor
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Even though a lot of time was invested on parameter tuning, we reached the
conclusion that the problem of this very low performance on fault diagnosis could be
attributable to the features extracted from the signal. These features, the statistical
features, limit the scope of the performance of the algorithms and do not allow the
algorithm to extract patterns and predict accurately.
To sum up, we can summarize our conclusions in the following points:
-

When it comes to fault detection, XGBoost or Extreme Gradient Boosting has found
to be the best performing technique of all the classification techniques tried and
developed. It reaches 98,8% accuracy on the test set using the statistical features
extracted from the raw signal

-

Deep Learning performs better in general terms than classification techniques
when it comes to fault detection

-

A Recurrent Neural Network architecture has been developed and reaches almost
a 100% accuracy on the test set using the statistical features extracted from the
raw signal

-

When all the experiments were performed for fault diagnosis, the efficiency of the
techniques tried previously on fault detection was confirmed, thus the algorithms
predict successfully whether the bearing is healthy or not

-

Regarding fault diagnosis, classification techniques such as Support Vector
Machines, Random Forest or XGBoost perform poorly when predicting the type of
fault of the bearing extracting the statistical features from the raw signal. The
accuracy is close to 20% and can be even 0 for some of the classes

-

Regarding fault diagnosis, deep learning performs better than classification
techniques but the accuracy for the prediction of the faulty classes is still between
20% and 30%

-

If we want to acquire better results on fault diagnosis, we must extract non
statistical features

According to the initial objectives, we can say that we have achieved the goal of
predicting whether the bearing is faulty or healthy by the extraction of the adequate
features and the selection of the most adequate algorithms. We have also proved their
efficiency using a second data set where fault diagnosis has not been achieved
successfully because of the inadequate selection of the features.
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We have acquired great results on fault detection and poor results on fault diagnosis as
explained in the previous section, so the future lines can be addressed towards
improving fault diagnosis.
There are at least two directions we can take when trying to reach high performance on
fault diagnosis.
First, we can focus on the improvement of the signal preparation stage. We can try to
find other statistical features to use or non statistical features in order to transform the
raw signal into a time invariant signal but with different features as the ones used in this
thesis. Another possible option is to use wavelet transformations on the signal in order
to understand whether these transformations benefit the performance of the algorithm
[30].
In this same line of signal preparation, we can try to understand the significance of the
features by using methods as Principal Component Analysis in order to make
projections and transformations in space.
In another hand, we can try to improve the algorithms used and explore new
techniques. There are many other machine learning techniques or other deep learning
techniques, so we can try and understand whether we can find techniques that perform
well on the statistical features selected initially.
As well as Fault detection and fault diagnosis we could also try and focus on another
field of interest: fault prediction. This consists of identifying patterns that occur in the
rotational elements before they become faulty.
The reasons of interest of fault prediction are many. First of all, you can save money by
ordering these elements in advance and avoid long collapses on the manufacturing
line. In another hand, you can even understand whether you can perform any
maintenance in order to avoid changing the element due to its high cost.
Another possible future line could be to try all the techniques developed in other types
of elements that are crucial in manufacturing machines and whose damage can lead to
breaks on the manufacturing sequence that involve high losses.
Last but not least, fault detection and fault diagnosis is a field of high interest where
continuous improvements are introduced. Future lines appear every day a paper is
published, so there are a huge amount of experiments that can be performed as a
natural extension of the work of other experts.
In conclusion, there are many improvements and advances that can be performed on
this field, that is continuously improving every day.
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CHAPTER VII: BUDGET AND
PLANNING
1. Activities Planning
One of the most important parts of any Project is planning all the activities that are
going to be carried out.
For this reason, we are going to explain all of the different parts that have been
necessary in order to complete this Final Thesis since the very beginning:
1. Initiation: this period is the preparation period where the following steps take
place:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

First contact with the tutor
Meeting to discuss the possible topics of the Final Thesis
Execution confirmation of the Final Thesis
Reason of the development of the project- project objectives
Initial explanations from the tutor

2. Initial learning phase: the first steps were to start having a close contact with the
topic of fault diagnosis and fault detection for elements in rotational machines.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Review of the machine learning course
Paper overview to see the state of art
Data set selection
Deep traineeship on machine learning techniques
Deep traineeship on deep learning techniques
Meeting with the tutor

3. Fault detection on the gearbox data set: in this stage, we perform all the stages
that are necessary for any machine learning project in order to acquire results
for fault detection on the gearbox data set.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Data Exploration
Data Transformation- Feature extraction
Algorithm training and testing
Result interpretation
Meeting with the tutor

4. Fault diagnosis on the Case Western Reserve data set: in this stage, we
perform all the stages that are necessary for any machine learning project in
order to acquire results for fault diagnosis on the Case Western Reserve data
set.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
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Data Exploration
Data Transformation- Feature extraction
Algorithm training and testing
Result interpretation
Meeting with the tutor

5. Conclusion extraction: once all the experiments have been performed and the
models have been developed, we extract valuable conclusions from the results.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Comparison of results
Objective matching
Future line definition
Meeting with the tutor

6. Budget and impact evaluation development: in this stage we define the budget
necessary to carry out the Final Thesis and the possible impacts it has.
7. Final elaboration of the document: it consists of all the activities that are
necessary for delivering the final document
a)
b)
c)
d)

Final drafting of the document
Tutor revision
Delivery of the final document in Indusnet
Delivery of the final document in secretariat

8. Presentation of the Final Thesis: once the final document has been delivered,
we must prepare the presentation of the project
a) Presentation production
b) Defence before tribunal

In order to show in a more graphical way how the project is carried out, we decide to
develop the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) of the activities and stages of the
project:
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Image 23. WBS of the project

After defining all the different acitivities and the Work Breakdown structure, we go
ahead with the elaboration of the Gantt diagram.
Initially all the activities are indicated with its responsible and the date of execution in
the following table:
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Stage/ Activity

Responsibles

Initial
Date

Final
Date

Stage 1 - Initiation
First contact with the tutor

Paula & Carlo

1-ene.

6-ene.

Meeting to discuss possible topics

Paula & Carlo

6-ene.

12-ene.

Execution confirmation of the Final Thesis

Paula & Carlo

14-ene.

18-ene.

Object definition

Paula & Carlo

21-ene.

25-ene.

Initial explanations of the tutor

Paula & Carlo

28-ene.

1-feb.

MILESTONE- Initiation phase completed
Stage 2 - Initial Learning phase
Review of the machine learning course

Paula

4-feb.

11-feb.

Paper overview of the state of art

Paula

4-feb.

18-feb.

Data set selection

Paula & Carlo

18-feb.

23-feb.

Deep traineeship of machine learning techniques

Paula

25-feb.

1-mar.

Deep traineeship of deep learning techniques

Paula

1-mar.

8-mar.

Meetings

Paula & Carlo

4-feb.

8-mar.

MILESTONE- Knowledge necessary acquired
Stage 3 - Fault detection on the gearbox data set
Data Exploration

Paula

11-mar.

15-mar.

Data Transformation- Feature Extraction

Paula

15-mar.

22-mar.

Algorithm training and testing

Paula

22-mar.

29-mar.

Result interpretation

Paula

1-abr.

5-abr.

Meetings with tutor

Paula & Carlo

11-mar.

5-abr.

MILESTONE- Developed model for fault detection
Stage 4 - Fault diagnosis on the Case Western Reserve data set
Data Exploration

Paula

8-abr.

12-abr.

Data Transformation- Feature Extraction

Paula

12-abr.

19-abr.

Algorithm training and testing

Paula

19-abr.

26-abr.

Result interpretation

Paula

26-abr.

3-may.

Meetings with tutor

Paula & Carlo

8-abr.

3-may.

MILESTONE - Developed model for fault diagnosis
Stage 5 - Conclusion extraction
Comparison of results

Paula

3-may.

10-may.

Objective matching

Paula

10-may.

17-may.

Future line definition

Paula

17-may.

24-may.

Meetings with tutor

Paula

3-may.

24-may.

MILESTONE - Final models developed
Stage 6 - Budget and impact evaluation development
MILESTONE - Budget and impact evaluation defined
Stage 7 - Final elaboration of the document
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Final Drafting of the document

Paula

24-may.

15-jun.

Tutor revision

Carlo

15-jun.

28-jun.

Delivery of the fina ldocument in Indusnet

Paula

1-jul.

1-jul.

Delivery of the final document in secretariat

Paula

5-jul.

5-jul.

MILESTONE - Project delivered
Stage 7 - Final elaboration of the document
Presentation production

Paula

6-jul.

22-jul.

Defence before tribunal

Paula

22-jul.

23-jul.

MILESTONE - End of project
Table 15. Activity planning definition

After carefully defining the different activities with its timing and responsible, we
proceed to the execution of the complete Gantt diagram which we can see below.
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8-abr.
12-abr.
19-abr.
26-abr.
8-abr.

3-may.
10-may.
17-may.
3-may.

Stage 4 - Fault diagnosis on the Case Western Reserve data set
Data Exploration
Paula
Data Transformation- Feature Extraction
Paula
Algorithm training and testing
Paula
Result interpretation
Paula
Meetings with tutor
Paula & Carlo
MILESTONE - Developed model for fault diagnosis

Stage 5 - Conclusion extraction
Comparison of results
Objective matching
Future line definition
Meetings with tutor
MILESTONE - Final models developed

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Paula
Carlo
Paula
Paula

Paula
Paula

Stage 8 - Final elaboration of the document
4.1 Presentation production
4.2 Defence before tribunal
MILESTONE - End of project

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Stage 7 - Final elaboration of the document
Final Drafting of the document
Tutor revision
Delivery of the fina ldocument in Indusnet
Delivery of the final document in secretariat
MILESTONE - Project delivered

Stage 6 - Budget and impact evaluation development
MILESTONE - Budget and impact evaluation defined

6-jul.
22-jul.

24-may.
15-jun.
1-jul.
5-jul.

11-mar.
15-mar.
22-mar.
1-abr.
11-mar.

Stage 3 - Fault detection on the gearbox data set
Data Exploration
Paula
Data Transformation- Feature Extraction
Paula
Algorithm training and testing
Paula
Result interpretation
Paula
Meetings with tutor
Paula & Carlo
MILESTONE- Developed model for fault detection

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Paula
Paula
Paula
Paula

4-feb.
4-feb.
18-feb.
25-feb.
1-mar.
4-feb.

Paula
Paula
Paula & Carlo
Paula
Paula
Paula & Carlo

Stage 2 - Initial Learning phase
Review of the machine learning course
Paper overview of the state of art
Data set selection
Deep traineeship of machine learning techniques
Deep traineeship of deep learning techniques
Meetings
MILESTONE- Knowledge necessary acquired

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

1-ene.
6-ene.
14-ene.
21-ene.
28-ene.

Initial
Date

Paula & Carlo
Paula & Carlo
Paula & Carlo
Paula & Carlo
Paula & Carlo

Responsibles

Stage 1 - Initiation
First contact with the tutor
Meeting to discuss possible topics
Execution confirmation of the Final Thesis
Object definition
Initial explanations of the tutor
MILESTONE- Initiation phase completed

Stage / Activity

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

ID

PLANNING OF THE PROJECT

22-jul.
23-jul.

15-jun.
28-jun.
1-jul.
5-jul.

10-may.
17-may.
24-may.
24-may.

12-abr.
19-abr.
26-abr.
3-may.
3-may.

15-mar.
22-mar.
29-mar.
5-abr.
5-abr.

11-feb.
18-feb.
23-feb.
1-mar.
8-mar.
8-mar.

6-ene.
12-ene.
18-ene.
25-ene.
1-feb.

Final Date
06-ene

13-ene

20-ene

27-ene

03-feb

10-feb

17-feb

24-feb

03-mar

10-mar

17-mar

24-mar

31-mar

07-abr

14-abr

21-abr

28-abr

05-may

12-may

19-may

26-may

02-jun

09-jun

16-jun

23-jun

Sem 2
1 ene -6 ene
Sem 3
7 ene -13 ene
Sem 4
7 ene 13 ene
Sem 5
13 ene- 20
Sem 5
20 ene- 27
Sem 7
27 ene- 1 feb
Sem 8
1 feb- 10 feb
Sem 9
10 feb- 17 feb
Sem 10
17 feb - 24
Sem 11
24 feb- 3 mar
Sem 12
3 mar- 10 mar
Sem 13
10 mar- 17
Sem 14
17 mar - 24
Sem 15
24 mar-31
Sem 16
31 mar- 7 abr
Sem 17
7abr- 14 abr
Sem 18
14 abr- 21
Sem 19
21 abr- 28
Sem 20
28 abr- 5 may
Sem 21
5 may-12
Sem 28
12 may-19
Sem 4
19 may-26
Sem 11
26 may-2 jun
Sem 18
2 jun-9 jun
Sem 25
9 jun- 16 jun
Sem 25
16 jun- 23 jun
01-ene

Sem 25
23 jun- 30 jun
30-jun

Sem 25
30 jun- 7 jul
07-jul

Sem 25
7 jul- 14 jul
14-jul

Sem 25
14 jul- 21 jul
21-jul

Sem 25
21 jul- 28 jul
28-jul
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Image 24. Gantt Diagram
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2. Budget
A crucial part of any project is the elaboration of the budget. The budget will be directly
related to the scope of the project and it will be necessary to take into account its
restrictions during the development of the project.
This is the reason why we will carry out an estimation of the total cost of the project.
Because of the nature of the project, which is a research project, we will only take into
account physical resources and human resources because other costs as
transportation costs, energetic costs, workplace costs and other possible allocated
costs can be despised.
Hereafter we will describe the human costs and the physical costs in a detailed way.

2.1. Human resources costs
The main human resources that must be taken into account are the student and the
tutor, Carlo Verellis.
In order to estimate these costs, we fix a salary per hour and estimate the quantity of
hours that will be needed for each main activity for the tutor and the student.

Person

Function

Salary

Carlo Vercellis

Tutor and researcher

40 €/h

Researcher

Investigador

20 €/h

Table 16. Salaries for human resources

The activities developed with the time necessary for each of them are detailed in the
table below:
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Activity

Responsible

Duration

Cost

Initiation
Initial learning phase
Fault detection on the gearbox data set
Fault diagnosis on the C.W.R. data set
Conclusion extraction
Final elaboration of the document
Final stage
Tutoring
Document revision

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Tutor
Tutor

30 h
40 h
100 h
100 h
50 h
100 h
10 h
20 h
40 h

600 €
800 €
2000 €
2000 €
1000 €
2000 €
200 €
800 €
1.600 €
11.000 €

TOTAL COST OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Table 17. Human Resources costs

2.2. Physical resources costs
As said before, the other part that will constitute our budget is the physical resources.
In this case, the main physical resources used have been the different softwares used
and the computer.
In the following table, the costs are detailed:

Resource

Price

Microsoft Office

100 €

Computer depreciation

200 €

Matricula 12 ECTS

350 €

Other expenses

100 €

TOTAL COST OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

750 €

Table 18. Physical resources cost
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2.3. Total costs
All the costs above result in the total detailed in the table below:

Type of cost

Cost

Human resources cost

11.000 €

Physical resources cost

750 €

IVA (21%)

2468 €

TOTAL BUDGET

14.218 €

Table 19. Total budget

The total budget is FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN euros.
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EVALUATION
It is hard to define the impact of a research project that consists of the development of
software due to the mild use of physical resources, but we will try to do the analysis of
the impact in the most detailed way.
The development of a model that detects faults in rotational machines has a big impact
in economic terms because it helps detecting when a bearing is faulty and allows the
maintenance to be developed much quicker.
As explained many times before, bearing in rotational machines are very expensive
components and are crucial in the functioning of rotational machines. If a bearing stops
working because it is faulty, the machine will halt its activity.
The stop in the activity of a machine has a great economic impact on the
manufacturing process. The exact impact will depend on the type of layout and type of
manufacturing process. There can be three main situations:

a) The manufacturing process is a flow shop: In this case, the whole
manufacturing line would be damaged and the costs associated would be the
ones associated to the shutdown of the line for the time necessary to repair the
component.
b) The manufacturing is a job shop: In this case, only a certain manufacturing cell
would be damaged and the costs would be the ones associated to the
recalculation of the routes of the different flows in the manufacturing system. As
well as the costs associated to the recalculation of flows, there are some costs
associated to the delays, result of the over use of some machines.
c) The manufacturing is a project shop: In this case, probably the manufacturing of
one or multiple components would be damaged, so the delivery of the project
would have to be delayed or the order of ensemble would have to be changed.
So in this case the costs would be the ones associated to the delay in the
delivery of the project or the costs associated to the change in the ensemble
stage.

In the following images we present some general outlines of these three different type
of manufacturing projects:
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Image 25. Different types of manufacturing processes. Source: allaboutlean.com

So we can conclude that the models developed in this Final Thesis are time saving and
accordingly cost saving.
In another hand, it is hard to quantify the environmental impact of the project, but the
evolution towards the enhancement of artificial intelligence allows these kinds of
models to possibly be applicable to other fields that can have a huge impact on the
environment. For example, deep learning techniques are used for object recognition,
which is an area of great interest in the field of autonomous driving.
From a social impact point of view, deep learning is also used for disease detection like
cancer, x-ray interpretation and other test interpretations, which allows these kinds of
algorithms to have a big social impact.
To conclude, the biggest impact of this research is economic because of its nature
towards time saving but all the studies that involve artificial intelligence and specially
deep learning have a great impact towards potential projects with huge social impact
and environmental impact.
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ANNEX I: RESULTS OF FAULT
DETECTION
XGBoost:

Support Vector Machines:

Multilayer Perceptron:
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K Nearest Neighbour:

Random Forest:
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ANNEX II: RESULTS OF FAULT
DIAGNOSIS
XGBoost

DE Data

Baseline

Step

Length

Accuracy on test
set

Method

200000

200000

10

20

XGBoost

60,43378%

200000

200000

10

100

XGBoost

60,04761%

Class

Precision

Recall

Parameters
'base_score':
0.005, 'booster':
'gbtree',
'max_depth': 4
'base_score':
0.005, 'booster':
'gbtree',
'max_depth': 6

F1- score

Support

0

1

1

1

7998

1

0,2

0,17

0,18

1554

2

0,21

0,18

0,19

1626

3

0,21

0,2

0,21

1696

4

0,22

0,27

0,25

1642

5

0,2

0,22

0,21

1480

Micro Average

0,6

0,6

0,6

15996

Macro Average

0,34

0,34

0,34

15996

Weigthed Average

0,6

0,6

0,6

15996

Support Vector Machines:

10

20

SVM

Accuracy on
train set
60,58820%

10

15

SVM

60,53190%

Step

Length

Method

Accuracy on
test set
60,45886%

Linear kernel

60,34009%

Linear kernel

Parameters

Class

Precision

Recall

F1- score

Support

0
1

0,99
0

1
0

1
0

7998
1554
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2
3
4
5
Micro Average
Macro Average
Weigthed Average

0,2
0,22
0,22
0,19
0,6
0,3
0,58

0,02
0,16
0,63
0,23
0,6
0,34
0,6

0,03
0,19
0,32
0,21
0,6
0,29
0,57

1626
1696
1642
1480
15996
15996
15996

Results for Convolutional Neural Networks:
DE Data

BaselineData

Step

Length

Method

Accuracy on test set

200000

200000

10

20

CNN1

60,7464%

200000

200000

10

15

CNN1

60,0463%

200000

200000

10

10

CNN1

60,3500%

200000

200000

10

100

CNN1

59,8847%

200000

200000

2

100

CNN1

60,4757%

200000

200000

2

200

CNN1

60,0950%

200000

200000

2

300

CNN1

Memory error

200000

200000

10

100

CNN2

60,2355%

200000

200000

10

20

CNN2

60,7277%

200000

200000

2

100

CNN2

60,2739%

200000

200000

2

100

CNN3

60,2251%

200000

200000

10

20

CNN3

60,4901%

Class

Precision

0

0,99

1

0,22

2

0,22

3

Recall

F1- score

Support

1

1

7998

0,25

0,23

1696

0,16

0,19

1536

0,2

0

0

1540

4

0,22

0,31

0,26

1612

5

0,2

0,34

0,25

1614

Micro Average

0,61

0,61

0,61

15996

Macro Average

0,34

0,34

0,32

15996

Weighted Average

0,6

0,61

0,59

15996
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Random Forest:
DE
Data

Baseline
Data

Step

Length

Method

Accuracy
on test set

200000

200000

10

100

Random
Forest

60,2587%

200000

200000

10

20

Random
Forest

60,3547%

Parameters
bootstrap': True,
'max_depth': 110,
'max_features': 2,
'min_samples_leaf': 5,
'min_samples_split':
10, 'n_estimators':
1000
'bootstrap': True,
'max_depth': 110,
'max_features': 2,
'min_samples_leaf': 5,
'min_samples_split':
10, 'n_estimators':
1000
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CODES

#BURST MAKER FAULT DIAGNOSIS
import numpy as np
import scipy.io as sio
from scipy.stats import kurtosis
from scipy import signal
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.utils import shuffle
def burst_maker(Input,Load_Input,Class_Input, step, length):
"""
:param Input: The raw signal of each sensor. (Numpy array: )
:param step: The interval between each sample (integer number) - by default = 10
:param length: The length of the burst (integer number) - by default = 200
:return: A numpy array with processed signal
"""
if step < length:
r = int(np.floor((len(Input) - length + step) / step)) # r = number of bursts
else:
r = int(np.floor(len(Input) / step)) # r = number of bursts
Input = np.reshape(Input, (-1,)) # to make sure it's a vertical numpy vector
Output = np.zeros((r, 9, length)) # makes a 3d matrix with all zero values
for i in range(r):
start = int(i * step) # starting time-stamp
# (though i*step definitely is an integer,"int" is to avoid float formats)
burst = Input[start: start + length] # the current burst on which we process
load=Load_Input[start: start + length]
classification=Class_Input[start: start + length]
Output[i, 0, :] = np.std(burst)
Output[i, 1, :] = np.mean(burst)
Output[i, 2, :] = kurtosis(burst, axis=0)
Output[i, 3, :] = np.amax(burst)
Output[i, 4, :] = np.amin(burst)
Output[i, 5, :] = np.ptp(burst)
Output[i, 6, :] = load
Output[i, 7, :] = classification
return Output
def DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length, step, train_size=.8, eval_size=.1,
noise=0.0, save=False, load=False, file_name='Temporary.npz', file_dir=''):
"""
:param dir: [The directory of the .mat file, name of DE header, name of FE header, label]
:param length: Length of the burst: int
:param step: Timestamp between bursts: int
:param train_size: proportion of the whole dataset to be used as training set
:param eval_size: proportion of non-training set to be used as evaluation set
:param noise: Random noise severity (real number between 0.0 and 1.0)
:param save: If it's True, it saves the file into an .NPZ file
:param load: If it's True, it loads the file from an .NPZ file
:param file_name: The name of an .NPZ file to be loaded or saved
:param file_dir: The directory of the final .NPZ file to be loaded from / saved to
:return: X_trian, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval: numpy array
"""
if load == True:
1

A = np.load(file_dir + file_name)
train, test = \
A['name1'], A['name2'], A['name3'], A['name4'], A['name5'], A['name6']
print('====================================')
print(file_name, 'IS SUCCESSFULLY LOADED')
print('====================================')
else:
broken = pd.read_csv(dir[1])
broken = broken.values # returns numpy array instead of dataframe
healthy = pd.read_csv(dir[0])
healthy = healthy.values # returns numpy array instead of dataframe

h_train = healthy[:int(len(healthy) * train_size), :] # returns the first 80% of healthy
h_test = healthy[int(len(healthy) * train_size):, :] # returns the last 20% of healthy d
b_train = broken[:int(len(broken) * train_size), :] # returns the first 80% of broken da
b_test = broken[int(len(broken) * train_size):, :] # returns the last 20% of broken data
# %%
X_b_tr = burst_maker(b_train[:, 1],b_train[:,3],b_train[:,4], step=step, length=length)
X_b_tr[:,8,:] = 0 #DE
X_b_tr2 = burst_maker(b_train[:, 2],b_train[:,3],b_train[:,4], step=step, length=length)
X_b_tr2[:,8,:] = 1 #FE
X_b_tr = np.concatenate([X_b_tr, X_b_tr2], axis=0)
X_h_tr = burst_maker(h_train[:, 1],h_train[:,3],h_train[:,4], step=step, length=length)
X_h_tr[:,8,:] = 0 #DE
X_h_tr2=burst_maker(h_train[:, 2], h_train[:,3],h_train[:,4],step=step, length=length)
X_h_tr2[:,8,:] = 1 #FE
X_h_tr = np.concatenate([X_h_tr, X_h_tr2], axis=0)

X_b_te = burst_maker(b_test[:, 1],b_test[:,3],b_test[:,4], step=step, length=length) # t
X_b_te[:,8,:] = 0
X_b_te2 = burst_maker(b_test[:, 2],b_test[:,3],b_test[:,4], step=step, length=length)
X_b_te2[:,8,:] = 1
X_b_te = np.concatenate([X_b_te, X_b_te2], axis=0)
X_h_te = burst_maker(h_test[:, 1], h_test[:,3],h_test[:,4],step=step, length=length)
X_h_te[:,8,:] = 0
X_h_te2= burst_maker(h_test[:, 2],h_test[:,3],h_test[:,4], step=step, length=length)
X_h_te2[:,8,:] = 1
X_h_te = np.concatenate([X_h_te, X_h_te2], axis=0)
train = np.concatenate([X_b_tr, X_h_tr])
test = np.concatenate([X_b_te, X_h_te])
train = shuffle(train)
test = shuffle (test)
if save == True:
np.savez(file_dir + file_name, name1=train, name2=test)
print('====================================')
print(file_name, 'IS SUCCESSFULLY SAVED!')
print('====================================')
return train, test

2

# t

#CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time
from bokeh.plotting import figure
from bokeh.io import show
from bokeh.models import LinearAxis, Range1d
#%%
dir = {1: "./dataset/b30hz0.csv", 0: "./dataset/h30hz0.csv"}
step = 2 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 500 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

X_train, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, ste
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=
#%% PyTorch Initialization
num_epochs = 10
num_classes = 2
batch_size = 32
learning_rate = 0.001
# pytorch
X_train =
y_train =
y_train =

dataset compatibility
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_train])
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_train])
y_train.long()

# X_train = X_train.unsqueeze(3)
train = utils.TensorDataset(X_train, y_train)
train_loader = utils.DataLoader(train, batch_size=batch_size, )
X_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_test])
y_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_test])
y_test = y_test.long()
test = utils.TensorDataset(X_test, y_test)
test_loader = utils.DataLoader(test)

#Creating the Network
class ConvNet(nn.Module):
def __init__(self):
super(ConvNet, self).__init__()
1

self.layer1 = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv1d(24,32, kernel_size=1),
nn.ReLU(),
nn.MaxPool1d(100))
self.layer2 = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv1d(32,64, kernel_size=1),
nn.ReLU(),
nn.MaxPool1d(200))
self.relu = nn.ReLU()
#how the data flows through layers
def forward(self, x):
out = self.layer1(x)
out = self.layer2(out)
out = out.reshape(out.size(0), -1)
out = self.relu(out)
return out
t = time.time()

# start timing

#defining our loss function and optimizer
model = ConvNet()

#You may have noticed that we haven’t yet defined a SoftMax activation for the final classificati
# Loss and optimizer
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()
optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=learning_rate)
# %% Training and Testing
# Train the model
loss_list = []
acc_list = []
total_step = len(train_loader)
for epoch in range(num_epochs):
for i, (x, labels) in enumerate(train_loader):
# Forward pass
outputs = model(x)
# outputs = torch.max(outputs, 1).unsqueeze(1)
# print(outputs.shape)
outputs = outputs.type(torch.DoubleTensor)
# print('OUTPUT:', outputs)
labels = labels.view(-1)
loss = criterion(outputs, labels)
loss_list.append(loss.item())
# Backward and optimize
optimizer.zero_grad()
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
# Track the accuracy
total = labels.size(0)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
correct = (predicted == labels).sum().item()
acc_list.append(correct / total)
if (i + 1) % 100 == 0:
2

print('Epoch [{}/{}], Step [{}/{}], Loss: {:.4f}, Accuracy: {:.2f}%'
.format(epoch + 1, num_epochs, i + 1, total_step, loss.item(),
(correct / total) * 100))
t1 = time.time() - t

# Test the model
model.eval() # eval mode (batchnorm uses moving mean/variance instead of mini-batch mean/varianc
with torch.no_grad():
correct = 0
total = 0
i = 0
y_pred = torch.zeros(len(y_test))
for x, labels in test_loader:
labels = labels
outputs = model(x)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
y_pred[i] = predicted
total += labels.size(0)
correct += (predicted == labels).sum().item()
i = i + 1
print('Test Accuracy of the model : {} %'.format((correct / total) * 100))
t2 = time.time() - t - t1
#PLOTTING
# Save the model and plot
p = figure(y_axis_label='Loss', width=850, y_range=(0, 1), title='PyTorch ConvNet results')
p.extra_y_ranges = {'Accuracy': Range1d(start=0, end=100)}
p.add_layout(LinearAxis(y_range_name='Accuracy', axis_label='Accuracy (%)'), 'right')
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), loss_list)
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), np.array(acc_list) * 100, y_range_name='Accuracy', color='red'
show(p)
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#RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK FAULT DETECTION
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
from torch.autograd import Variable
import time
from bokeh.plotting import figure
from bokeh.io import show
from bokeh.models import LinearAxis, Range1d
#%%
dir = {1: "./dataset/b30hz0.csv", 0: "./dataset/h30hz0.csv"}
step = 2 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 500 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

X_train, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, ste
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=
#Performing CV manually
size_cv= int(X_train.shape[0]/3)
X_train_1= X_train[0:size_cv,:,:]
X_train_2=X_train[size_cv:size_cv*2,:,:]
X_train_3=X_train[:size_cv,:,:]
y_train_1=y_train[0:size_cv]
y_train_2=y_train[size_cv:size_cv*2]
y_train_3=y_train[:size_cv]
y_train_1
#FIRTS CROSS VALIDATION
X_train_cv1=np.concatenate([X_train_2,X_train_3])
y_train_cv1=np.concatenate([y_train_2,y_train_3])
X_train=X_train_cv1
X_test=X_train_1
y_train=y_train_cv1
y_test=y_train_1
#%% PyTorch Initialization
num_epochs = 10
num_classes = 2
batch_size = 32
learning_rate = 0.001
1

# pytorch
X_train =
y_train =
y_train =

dataset compatibility
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_train])
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_train])
y_train.long()

# X_train = X_train.unsqueeze(3)
train = utils.TensorDataset(X_train, y_train)
train_loader = utils.DataLoader(train, batch_size=batch_size, )
X_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_test])
y_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_test])
y_test = y_test.long()
test = utils.TensorDataset(X_test, y_test)
test_loader = utils.DataLoader(test)

#Creating the Network
# Create RNN Model
class RNNModel(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, input_dim, hidden_dim, layer_dim, output_dim):
super(RNNModel, self).__init__()
# Number of hidden dimensions
self.hidden_dim = hidden_dim
# Number of hidden layers
self.layer_dim = layer_dim
# RNN
self.rnn = nn.RNN(input_dim, hidden_dim, layer_dim, batch_first=True,
nonlinearity='relu')
# Readout layer
self.fc = nn.Linear(hidden_dim, output_dim)
def forward(self, x):
# Initialize hidden state with zeros
h0 = Variable(torch.zeros(self.layer_dim, x.size(0), self.hidden_dim))
# One time step
out, hn = self.rnn(x, h0)
out = self.fc(out[:, -1, :])
return out
# Create RNN
input_dim = length
# input dimension
hidden_dim = 50 # hidden layer dimension
layer_dim = 3
# number of hidden layers
output_dim = 5
# output dimension
model = RNNModel(input_dim, hidden_dim, layer_dim, output_dim)

#You may have noticed that we haven’t yet defined a SoftMax activation for the final classificati
# Loss and optimizer
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()
optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=learning_rate)
# %% Training and Testing
loss_list = []
acc_list = []
2

# Train the model
total_step = len(train_loader)
for epoch in range(num_epochs):
for i, (x, labels) in enumerate(train_loader):
# Forward pass
outputs = model(x)
# outputs = torch.max(outputs, 1).unsqueeze(1)
# print(outputs.shape)
outputs = outputs.type(torch.DoubleTensor)
# print('OUTPUT:', outputs)
labels = labels.view(-1)
loss = criterion(outputs, labels)
loss_list.append(loss.item())
# Backward and optimize
optimizer.zero_grad()
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
# Track the accuracy
total = labels.size(0)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
correct = (predicted == labels).sum().item()
acc_list.append(correct / total)
if (i + 1) % 100 == 0:
print('Epoch [{}/{}], Step [{}/{}], Loss: {:.4f}, Accuracy: {:.2f}%'
.format(epoch + 1, num_epochs, i + 1, total_step, loss.item(),
(correct / total) * 100))

# Test the model
model.eval() # eval mode (batchnorm uses moving mean/variance instead of mini-batch mean/varianc
with torch.no_grad():
correct = 0
total = 0
i = 0
y_pred = torch.zeros(len(y_test))
for x, labels in test_loader:
labels = labels
outputs = model(x)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
y_pred[i] = predicted
total += labels.size(0)
correct += (predicted == labels).sum().item()
i = i + 1
print('Test Accuracy of the model : {} %'.format((correct / total) * 100))

p = figure(y_axis_label='Loss', width=850, y_range=(0, 1), title='PyTorch ConvNet results')
p.extra_y_ranges = {'Accuracy': Range1d(start=0, end=100)}
p.add_layout(LinearAxis(y_range_name='Accuracy', axis_label='Accuracy (%)'), 'right')
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), loss_list)
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), np.array(acc_list) * 100, y_range_name='Accuracy', color='red'
show(p)
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#XGBOOSTING FAULT DETECTION
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time
#%%
dir = {1: "./dataset/b30hz0.csv", 0: "./dataset/h30hz0.csv"}
step = 2 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 300 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

X_train, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length, step,
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=True,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=
#XGBOOST
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from xgboost import XGBClassifier
from sklearn.metrics import matthews_corrcoef, roc_auc_score
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
import random
#Define classifier
xclas = XGBClassifier(base_score=0.005)
#DEFINE YOUR CLASSIFIER and THE PARAMETERS GRID
import numpy as np
classifier = XGBClassifier()
parameters = {'max_depth': [4,6,8],
'base_score': [0.005,0.1],
'booster': ['gbtree','dart']
}

#DEFINE GRIDSEARCH
from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV
gs = GridSearchCV(classifier, parameters, cv=3, scoring = 'accuracy', verbose=50, n_jobs=-1, refi
#TRAIN YOUR CLASSIFIER
gs = gs.fit(X_train[:,:,10], y_train)
#summarize the results of your GRIDSEARCH
print('***GRIDSEARCH RESULTS***')
print("Best score: %f using %s" % (gs.best_score_, gs.best_params_))
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means = gs.cv_results_['mean_test_score']
stds = gs.cv_results_['std_test_score']
params = gs.cv_results_['params']
for mean, stdev, param in zip(means, stds, params):
print("%f (%f) with: %r" % (mean, stdev, param))
#TEST ON YOUR TEST SET
best_model = gs.best_estimator_
y_pred = best_model.predict(X_test[:,:,10])
y_pred=np.reshape(y_pred, (y_test.size,1))

#METRICS
#confusion matrix
from mlxtend.evaluate import confusion_matrix
from mlxtend.plotting import plot_confusion_matrix
plot_confusion_matrix(confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred))
plt.show()
#accuracy
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)
#f1score
from sklearn.metrics import f1_score
f1_score(y_test,y_pred)
#ROC curve
from sklearn.metrics import roc_curve
from sklearn.metrics import roc_auc_score
from matplotlib import pyplot
# calculate AUC
auc = roc_auc_score(y_test, y_pred)
print('AUC: %.3f' % auc)
# calculate roc curve
fpr, tpr, thresholds = roc_curve(y_test, y_pred)
# plot no skill
pyplot.plot([0, 1], [0, 1], linestyle='--')
# plot the precision-recall curve for the model
pyplot.plot(fpr, tpr, marker='.')
# show the plot
pyplot.show()
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import numpy as np
import scipy.io as sio
from scipy.stats import kurtosis
from scipy import signal
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import pandas as pd
#BURST MAKER FAULT DETECTION
def burst_maker(Input, step, length):
"""
:param Input: The raw signal of each sensor. (Numpy array: )
:param step: The interval between each sample (integer number) - by default = 10
:param length: The length of the burst (integer number) - by default = 200
:return: A numpy array with processed signal
"""
if step < length:
r = int(np.floor((len(Input) - length + step) / step)) # r = number of bursts
else:
r = int(np.floor(len(Input) / step)) # r = number of bursts
Input = np.reshape(Input, (-1,)) # to make sure it's a vertical numpy vector
Output = np.zeros((r, 6, length)) # makes a 3d matrix with all zero values
for i in range(r):
start = int(i * step) # starting time-stamp
# (though i*step definitely is an integer,"int" is to avoid float formats)
burst = Input[start: start + length] # the current burst on which we process
Output[i, 0, :] = np.std(burst)
Output[i, 1, :] = np.mean(burst)
Output[i, 2, :] = kurtosis(burst, axis=0)
Output[i, 3, :] = np.amax(burst)
Output[i, 4, :] = np.amin(burst)
Output[i, 5, :] = np.ptp(burst)
return Output
def DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length, step, train_size=.8, eval_size=.1,
noise=0.0, save=False, load=False, file_name='Temporary.npz', file_dir=''):
"""
:param dir: [The directory of the .mat file, name of DE header, name of FE header, label]
:param length: Length of the burst: int
:param step: Timestamp between bursts: int
:param train_size: proportion of the whole dataset to be used as training set
:param eval_size: proportion of non-training set to be used as evaluation set
:param noise: Random noise severity (real number between 0.0 and 1.0)
:param save: If it's True, it saves the file into an .NPZ file
:param load: If it's True, it loads the file from an .NPZ file
:param file_name: The name of an .NPZ file to be loaded or saved
:param file_dir: The directory of the final .NPZ file to be loaded from / saved to
:return: X_trian, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval: numpy array
"""
if load == True:
A = np.load(file_dir + file_name)
X_train, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval = \
A['name1'], A['name2'], A['name3'], A['name4'], A['name5'], A['name6']
print('====================================')
print(file_name, 'IS SUCCESSFULLY LOADED')
print('====================================')
else:
broken = pd.read_csv(dir[1])
1

broken = broken.values # returns numpy array instead of dataframe
healthy = pd.read_csv(dir[0])
healthy = healthy.values # returns numpy array instead of dataframe

h_train = healthy[:int(len(healthy) * train_size), :] # returns the first 80% of healthy
h_test = healthy[int(len(healthy) * train_size):, :] # returns the last 20% of healthy d
b_train = broken[:int(len(broken) * train_size), :] # returns the first 80% of broken da
b_test = broken[int(len(broken) * train_size):, :] # returns the last 20% of broken data
# %%
X_b_tr = burst_maker(b_train[:, 0], step=step, length=length) # the first sensor's proce
for i in np.arange(start=1, stop=len(b_train[0, :])): # the remaining sensors
a = burst_maker(b_train[:, i], step=step, length=length)
X_b_tr = np.concatenate([X_b_tr, a], axis=1)
y_b_tr = np.full((len(X_b_tr), 1), 1) # labels broken samples with 1

X_h_tr = burst_maker(h_train[:, 0], step=step, length=length) # the first sensor's proce
for i in np.arange(start=1, stop=len(h_train[0, :])): # the remaining sensors
a = burst_maker(h_train[:, i], step=step, length=length)
X_h_tr = np.concatenate([X_h_tr, a], axis=1)
y_h_tr = np.full((len(X_h_tr), 1), 0) # labels healthy samples with 0

X_b_te = burst_maker(b_test[:, 0], step=step, length=length) # the first sensor's proces
for i in np.arange(start=1, stop=len(b_test[0, :])): # the remaining sensors
a = burst_maker(b_test[:, i], step=step, length=length)
X_b_te = np.concatenate([X_b_te, a], axis=1)
y_b_te = np.full((len(X_b_te), 1), 1) # labels broken samples with 1

X_h_te = burst_maker(h_test[:, 0], step=step, length=length) # the first sensor's proces
for i in np.arange(start=1, stop=len(h_test[0, :])): # the remaining sensors
a = burst_maker(h_test[:, i], step=step, length=length)
X_h_te = np.concatenate([X_h_te, a], axis=1)
y_h_te = np.full((len(X_h_te), 1), 0) # labels healthy samples with 0
X_train = np.concatenate([X_b_tr, X_h_tr])
y_train = np.concatenate([y_b_tr, y_h_tr])
X_test = np.concatenate([X_b_te, X_h_te])
y_test = np.concatenate([y_b_te, y_h_te])
X_train, [], y_train, [] = train_test_split(X_train, y_train, test_size=0, shuffle=True,
random_state=542) # only shuffles
X_test, [], y_test, [] = train_test_split(X_test, y_test, test_size=0, shuffle=True,
random_state=542) # only shuffles

X_test, X_eval, y_test, y_eval = train_test_split(X_test, y_test, test_size=eval_size, sh
random_state=542) # only shuffles
if save == True:
np.savez(file_dir + file_name, name1=X_train, name2=X_test, name3=X_eval,
name4=y_train, name5=y_test, name6=y_eval)
print('====================================')
print(file_name, 'IS SUCCESSFULLY SAVED!')
print('====================================')
return X_train, X_test, X_eval, y_train, y_test, y_eval
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Thu May 9 16:04:23 2019
@author: Paula
"""
#CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time
from bokeh.plotting import figure
from bokeh.io import show
from bokeh.models import LinearAxis, Range1d

#%%
dir = {1: "drivend12_1.csv", 0: "baseline_1.csv"}
step = 10 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 20 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

train, test = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, step=step,
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=

X_train=train[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
X_train= X_train[:,:,0]
X_train = X_train.reshape((len(X_train),8,1))
y_train=train[:,7,0]
y_train = y_train.reshape((len(y_train),1))
print(y_train)
X_test=test[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
X_test= X_test[:,:,0]
X_test = X_test.reshape((len(X_test),8,1))
y_test=test[:,7,0]
y_test = y_test.reshape((len(y_test),1))
print(y_test.shape)
print(y_test)
#%% PyTorch Initialization
num_epochs = 10
num_classes = 6
batch_size = 32
learning_rate = 0.001
1

# pytorch
X_train =
y_train =
y_train =

dataset compatibility
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_train])
torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_train])
y_train.long()

# X_train = X_train.unsqueeze(3)
train = utils.TensorDataset(X_train, y_train)
train_loader = utils.DataLoader(train, batch_size=batch_size, )
X_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in X_test])
y_test = torch.stack([torch.Tensor(i) for i in y_test])
y_test = y_test.long()
test = utils.TensorDataset(X_test, y_test)
test_loader = utils.DataLoader(test)

#Creating the Network
class ConvNet(nn.Module):
def __init__(self):
super(ConvNet, self).__init__()
self.layer1 = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv1d(8,32, kernel_size=1),
nn.BatchNorm1d(32),
nn.ReLU(),
nn.MaxPool1d(50))
self.layer2 = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv1d(32,64, kernel_size=1),
nn.BatchNorm1d(64),
nn.ReLU(),
nn.MaxPool1d(100))
self.relu = nn.ReLU()
self.fc1 = nn.Linear(64, 32)
self.fc2 = nn.Linear(32, num_classes)
#how the data flows through layers
def forward(self, x):
out = self.layer1(x)
out = self.layer2(out)
out = out.reshape(out.size(0), -1)
out = self.relu(out)
out = self.fc1(out)
out = self.fc2(out)
return out
t = time.time()

# start timing

#defining our loss function and optimizer
model = ConvNet()

#You may have noticed that we haven’t yet defined a SoftMax activation for the final classificati
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# Loss and optimizer
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()
optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=learning_rate)
# %% Training and Testing
loss_list = []
acc_list = []
# Train the model
total_step = len(train_loader)
for epoch in range(num_epochs):
for i, (x, labels) in enumerate(train_loader):
# Forward pass
outputs = model(x)
# outputs = torch.max(outputs, 1).unsqueeze(1)
# print(outputs.shape)
outputs = outputs.type(torch.DoubleTensor)
#print('OUTPUT:', outputs)
labels = labels.view(-1)
loss = criterion(outputs, labels)
loss_list.append(loss.item())
# Backward and optimize
optimizer.zero_grad()
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
# Track the accuracy
total = labels.size(0)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
correct = (predicted == labels).sum().item()
acc_list.append(correct / total)
if (i + 1) % 100 == 0:
print('Epoch [{}/{}], Step [{}/{}], Loss: {:.4f}, Accuracy: {:.2f}%'
.format(epoch + 1, num_epochs, i + 1, total_step, loss.item(),
(correct / total) * 100))
t1 = time.time() - t

# Test the model
model.eval() # eval mode (batchnorm uses moving mean/variance instead of mini-batch mean/varianc
with torch.no_grad():
correct = 0
total = 0
i = 0
y_pred = torch.zeros(len(y_test))
for x, labels in test_loader:
labels = labels
outputs = model(x)
_, predicted = torch.max(outputs.data, 1)
y_pred[i] = predicted
total += labels.size(0)
correct += (predicted == labels).sum().item()
i = i + 1
print('Test Accuracy of the model : {} %'.format((correct / total) * 100))
t2 = time.time() - t - t1
3

#PLOTTING
# Save the model and plot
p = figure(y_axis_label='Loss', width=850, y_range=(0, 1), title='PyTorch ConvNet results')
p.extra_y_ranges = {'Accuracy': Range1d(start=0, end=100)}
p.add_layout(LinearAxis(y_range_name='Accuracy', axis_label='Accuracy (%)'), 'right')
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), loss_list)
p.line(np.arange(len(loss_list)), np.array(acc_list) * 100, y_range_name='Accuracy', color='red'
show(p)
print(y_test.shape)
y_pred=y_pred.reshape((len(y_pred),1))
print(y_pred.shape)
#confusion matrix
from mlxtend.evaluate import confusion_matrix
from mlxtend.plotting import plot_confusion_matrix
plot_confusion_matrix(confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred))
plt.show()
from sklearn.metrics import classification_report
print(classification_report(y_test,y_pred))
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Thu May 9 16:04:23 2019
@author: Paula
"""
#FAULT DIAGNOSIS RANDOM FOREST
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time

#%%
dir = {1: "drivend12_1.csv", 0: "baseline_1.csv"}
step = 10 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 100 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

train, test = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, step=step,
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=

X_train=train[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_train=train[:,7,1]
X_test=test[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_test=test[:,7,1]
#DEFINE YOUR CLASSIFIER and THE PARAMETERS GRID
import numpy as np
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
classifier = RandomForestClassifier()
parameters = {'bootstrap': [True],
'max_depth': [80, 90, 100, 110],
'max_features': [2, 3],
'min_samples_leaf': [3, 4, 5],
'min_samples_split': [8, 10, 12],
'n_estimators': [100, 200, 300, 1000]
}

#DEFINE GRIDSEARCH
from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV
gs = GridSearchCV(classifier, parameters, cv=3, scoring = 'accuracy', verbose=50, n_jobs=-1, refi
1

#TRAIN YOUR CLASSIFIER
gs = gs.fit(X_train[:,:,0], y_train)
#summarize the results of your GRIDSEARCH
print('***GRIDSEARCH RESULTS***')
print("Best score: %f using %s" % (gs.best_score_, gs.best_params_))
means = gs.cv_results_['mean_test_score']
stds = gs.cv_results_['std_test_score']
params = gs.cv_results_['params']
for mean, stdev, param in zip(means, stds, params):
print("%f (%f) with: %r" % (mean, stdev, param))
#TEST ON YOUR TEST SET
best_model = gs.best_estimator_
y_pred = best_model.predict(X_test[:,:,0])

#METRICS
#confusion matrix
from mlxtend.evaluate import confusion_matrix
from mlxtend.plotting import plot_confusion_matrix
plot_confusion_matrix(confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred))
plt.show()
#accuracy
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
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@author: Paula
"""
#SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES FAULT DIAGNOSIS
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time

#%%
dir = {1: "drivend12_1.csv", 0: "baseline_1.csv"}
step = 10 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 20 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

train, test = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, step=step,
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=

X_train=train[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_train=train[:,7,1]
X_test=test[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_test=test[:,7,1]
#DEFINE YOUR CLASSIFIER and THE PARAMETERS GRID
import numpy as np
from sklearn import svm
classifier = svm.SVC()
parameters = {'kernel': ['rbf','sigmoid','linear']}

#DEFINE GRIDSEARCH
from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV
gs = GridSearchCV(classifier, parameters, cv=3, scoring = 'accuracy', verbose=50, n_jobs=-1, refi
#TRAIN YOUR CLASSIFIER
gs = gs.fit(X_train[:,:,0], y_train)
#summarize the results of your GRIDSEARCH
print('***GRIDSEARCH RESULTS***')
1

print("Best score: %f using %s" % (gs.best_score_, gs.best_params_))
means = gs.cv_results_['mean_test_score']
stds = gs.cv_results_['std_test_score']
params = gs.cv_results_['params']
for mean, stdev, param in zip(means, stds, params):
print("%f (%f) with: %r" % (mean, stdev, param))
#TEST ON YOUR TEST SET
best_model = gs.best_estimator_
y_pred = best_model.predict(X_test[:,:,0])

#METRICS
#confusion matrix
from mlxtend.evaluate import confusion_matrix
from mlxtend.plotting import plot_confusion_matrix
plot_confusion_matrix(confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred))
plt.show()
#accuracy
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)
from sklearn.metrics import classification_report
print(classification_report(y_test,y_pred))
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Thu May 9 16:04:23 2019
@author: Paula
"""
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from Burst_Processor2 import DataLoaderGB_statistic
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torchvision
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.utils.data as utils
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import itertools
import time

#%%
dir = {1: "drivend12_1.csv", 0: "baseline_1.csv"}
step = 10 # the interval between two adjacent burst
length = 20 # the burst length
train_size = 0.8

# ratio of training set to whole (between 0 and 1)

train, test = DataLoaderGB_statistic(dir, length=length, step=step,
train_size=train_size, eval_size=.0, noise=.0, save=True, load=False,
file_name='S10L20.npz', file_dir=

X_train=train[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_train=train[:,7,1]
X_test=test[:, [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8],:]
y_test=test[:,7,1]
#XGBOOST
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from xgboost import XGBClassifier
from sklearn.metrics import matthews_corrcoef, roc_auc_score
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
import random
#Define classifier
xclas = XGBClassifier(base_score=0.005)
#DEFINE YOUR CLASSIFIER and THE PARAMETERS GRID
import numpy as np
classifier = XGBClassifier()
parameters = {'max_depth': [4,6,8],
1

}

'base_score': [0.005,0.1],
'booster': ['gbtree','dart']

#DEFINE GRIDSEARCH
from sklearn.model_selection import GridSearchCV
gs = GridSearchCV(classifier, parameters, cv=3, scoring = 'accuracy', verbose=50, n_jobs=-1, refi
#TRAIN YOUR CLASSIFIER
gs = gs.fit(X_train[:,:,1], y_train)
#summarize the results of your GRIDSEARCH
print('***GRIDSEARCH RESULTS***')
print("Best score: %f using %s" % (gs.best_score_, gs.best_params_))
means = gs.cv_results_['mean_test_score']
stds = gs.cv_results_['std_test_score']
params = gs.cv_results_['params']
for mean, stdev, param in zip(means, stds, params):
print("%f (%f) with: %r" % (mean, stdev, param))
#TEST ON YOUR TEST SET
best_model = gs.best_estimator_
y_pred = best_model.predict(X_test[:,:,1])

#METRICS
#confusion matrix
from mlxtend.evaluate import confusion_matrix
from mlxtend.plotting import plot_confusion_matrix
plot_confusion_matrix(confusion_matrix(y_test, y_pred))
plt.show()
#accuracy
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score
accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)
from sklearn.metrics import classification_report
print(classification_report(y_test,y_pred))
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